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This paper studies the asymptotic behavior of tempered and K-finite eigen- 
functions of 3 on a real reductive group. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The object of this paper is to begin laying the groundwork for the 
proof of results announced in [17, 18, 191. In order to allow induction, 
one has to start with a reductive group G which is not necessarily 
connected and although the extension of the earlier theory [12, 14, 1.51 
to this case is not difficult, it requires some care. Moreover, I have 
taken this opportunity to rephrase some of the key results of [15] in 
terms of parabolic subgroups and the theory of the constant term 
(e.g., Theor. 21.1 and Lemma 25.1). This makes the analogy with 
the theory of automorphic forms [16] much more transparent (e.g., 
Lemma 21.1 and Theor. 28. I) and, in particular, the Eisenstein 
integral (Sect. 19) appears as a natural counterpart of the Eisenstein 
series. This analogy will be further developed in later papers when 
we come to the study of the constant term of the Eisenstein integral 
and the c-function (see [19]). 
In order to obtain explicit formulas for the Plancherel measure 
and the c-functions, it is important to fix the normalization of the 
various invariant measures appearing in the discussion. This is done 
in a coherent way in Sections 7, 8 and the formulation of Theorem 9.1, 
which will play an important role later, depends on this fact. Another 
outcome is the evaluation of the constant c (Theor. 37.1) which 
appears in the Plancherel formula (see Cor. 1 of Lemma 27.5). 
Almost all the work presented here was done several years ago 
and in fact I gave lectures on it in Princeton during the fall of 1968. 
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However various unforeseen circumstances have delayed its publica- 
tion for so long. 
Our method for cross reference is as follows. Lemma 23.3 means 
Lemma 3 of Section 23. But we omit the number of the section when 
referring to lemmas or theorems of the current section. 
2. DEFINITION OF A SPLIT COMPONENT 
Let RX denote, as usual, the multiplicative group of R. For any 
Lie group G, we denote by X(G), the group of all (continuous) 
homomorphisms of G into RX and by Go the connected component 
of 1 in G. By a vector subgroup of G, we mean a closed subgroup A 
such that A is topologically isomorphic to the additive group of R” 
for some n 3 0. For x E X(G), let j x ! denote the homomorphism 
x + / x(x)1 (x E G). Put 
OG zzz n ker I x I. 
x6X(G) 
Then OG is a closed normal subgroup of G and G,OG is an abelian 
Lie group. We call dim GjoG the parabolic rank of G and denote it 
by prk G. Notice that OG is unimodular. Moreover if G is abelian 
and [G : GO] < CO, then OG is the maximal compact subgroup of G. 
Hence if A is a maximal vector subgroup of G, then Gi”G N A and 
therefore prk G = dim A in this case. 
By a split component of G, we mean a vector subgroup A of G 
such that G = OGA and OG n A = Cl}. Note that if such a subgroup A 
exists, then A h-’ G,‘OG and therefore dim A = prk G. 
Notation. If I’ is a (real or complex) vector space of finite dimen- 
sion, we denote its dual by V *. Moreover if V is real, we denote its 
complexification by V,. . The Lie algebra of a Lie group will be 
denoted by the corresponding l.c. german letter unless explicitly 
stated otherwise. 
3. THE ASSUMPTIONS ON G 
Let g be the Lie algebra of G and G, the connected complex 
adjoint group of g,. . We now make the following assumptions on G. 
(I) g is reductive and Ad(G) C G, . 
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(2) Let G, be the analytic subgroup of G corresponding to 
gi = [g, g]. Then the center of G, is finite. 
(3) [G : Go] < co. 
As was pointed out to me by A. Borel, condition (3) is equivalent to 
the following (see [22, Sect. 31). 
(4) There exists a compact subgroup K of G such that K n Go 
is a maximal compact subgroup of Go and K meets every connected 
component of G. 
Fix K as in (4) and let f denote the Lie algebra of K. If C is the 
center of Go, then it follows from (2) that C = C,C, where 
C, = C n K and C, is a maximal vector subgroup of C. Let 19 denote 
the Cartan involution of gi = [g, g] with respect to 1, = f n g1 . 
Now g = gi + ci + c2 where ci is the Lie algebra of Ci (i = 1, 2). 
Extend 0 to an involution of g by setting 
qx, + X,) = x, - x2 (XiECi,i= 1,2). 
Let p be the subspace of all X E g such that B(X) = -X. 
LEMMA 1. The mapping (k, X) + k exp X (k E K, X E p) defines 
an analytic d#eomorphism of K x p onto G. If KI is any compact 
subgroup of G such that KI r) K n Go, then K, C K. Finally 0 extends 
to an automorphism of G such that 
B(k exp X) = k exp(-X) (KEK, XE~). 
This is well known (see [22, Sect. 31). 
LEMMA 2. There exists a real symmetric bilinear form B on g such 
that: 
(1) B([X, Yl, 2) + B(J’, [X, 21) = 0 (X Y, ZEg), 
(2) The quadratic form 
11 X/l2 = --B(X Q(X)> (Xc 9) 
is positive-definite on g. 
(3) B is invariant under 0 i.e., 
qex, eu> = B(X, Y) (X> y E 8). 
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We have seen that g = g1 + c1 + ca where the sum is direct. Let 
Qi be a positive-definite quadratic form on ci (i = 1, 2). Put 
Q(Y + 4 + X2) = tr(ad Y)” - Q1(Xl) + P2(X2), 
for YE g1 , Xi E ci (z’ = I, 2). Let B denote the bilinear form on g 
corresponding to Q. Then B satisfies all the conditions of the lemma. 
Extend B to a bilinear form on gc . Then it is clear that B is invariant 
under G, . Therefore since Ad(G) C G,. , we conclude that B is also 
invariant under G. 
We fix K, 8, B as above, once for all. 
Let Z, denote the center of G and 3 its Lie algebra. Put c = 3 n p 
and C = exp c. 
LEMMA 3. OG = KG, and C is a split component of G. Moreover 
C = Z, n exp p. 
It is clear that OG 3 KG, . Also G, being a closed normal subgroup 
of G, the same holds for G, = KG, . It follows from Lemma 1 that C 
is a vector subgroup of G, G, n C = (1) and G = G,C. Hence 
G, G, ‘v C. Since C is a vector group, it is clear that OC = (1). This 
shows that OG = G, . Fix X E p such that exp X E Z, . Then it 
follows from [12, Cor. 2, p. 4801 that X E c. This proves that 
C = Z, n exp p. 
Remark. We note that C is the unique maximal vector subgroup 
of Z, which is e-stable. We shall call C the split component of G. 
It is obvious that OG is stable under 8. Let Og denote its Lie algebra 
and let OB and O0 denote the restrictions of B and 0, respectively, 
on Og. 
COROLLARY. OG satisfies the same conditions as those imposed on G. 
Moreover if we replace (G, K, 8, B) by (OG, K, O8, OB), all the above 
conditions are again fulfilled. 
This is obvious since Og is the orthogonal complement of c in g 
with respect to the euclidean norm defined above. 
By a Cartan subgroup of G, we mean the centralizer in G of a 
Cartan subalgebra of g. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose rank g = rank f and let b be a Cartan sub- 
algebra of f and B the corresponding Cartan subgroup of G. Let Z 
denote the centralizer of g in G. Then B = ZB” C K. 
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We may obviously assume for the proof that g is semisimple. Let p 
denote the adjoint representation of G. Then p(G) C G, . Let B, be 
the centralizer of b in G, . Then B,. = exp, b, where exp, denotes 
the exponential mapping of gc into G, . It is clear that exp, b = p(BO) 
is the maximal compact subgroup of B, . This means that p(B) = p(BO) 
and therefore B = ZBO. Moreover B C K from [12, Cor. 2, p. 4801. 
4. DECOMPOSITION OF PARABOLIC SUBGROUPS 
A subalgebra q of g is called parabolic if qc contains a Bore1 sub- 
algebra (i.e., a maximal solvable subalgebra) of g,. . Suppose q is 
parabolic. Then the normalizer of q in g coincides with q. Asubgroup 
Q of G is called parabolic if Q is the normalizer (in G) of some parabolic 
subalgebra q of g. If this is so, it is clear that Q is closed and q is its 
Lie algebra. 
LEMMA 1. Let Q be a parabolic subgroup (psgp) of G. Then 
G=KQ. 
This is well known when G is connected and follows in the general 
case from the fact that G = KGO. 
An element HE g is said to split (in g) if ad H is diagonalizable 
over R. An abelian subalgebra a of g is said to split (in g) if every 
element of a splits. 
LEMMA 2. Let a be a split abelian subalgebra containing the center 
of g. Then we can choose x E Go such that1 ax is O-stable. 
This is well known. 
Let a be a split abelian subalgebra of g. For any A E a*, let gA 
denote the set of all X E g such that [H, X] = X(H)X for all HE a. 
By a root of (g, a), we mean an element 01 # 0 in a* such that ga + CO>. 
It is known that whenever 01 is a root, the same holds for --01. 
Let q be a parabolic subalgebra of g. By the radical of q, we mean 
the maximal ideal n of q n g1 such that ad X is nilpotent for every 
X E it. If Q is the psgp of G corresponding to q and N the analytic 
subgroup of Q corresponding to 11, then N is called the radical of Q. 
The following two lemmas are well known. 
1 We write y” = xyyx-‘andX*=x.X=Ad(x)Xforx,y~GandX~g,. 
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LEMMA 3. Let n be the radical of a parabolic subalgebra q. Then 
there exists a subalgebra 3 qf 9 such that q = 3 + n, the sum being direct. 
LEMMA 4. 3 is reductive in g and rank 3 = rank g. An element H 
of 3 splits in g $7 it splits in 3. Let a be a maximal split abelian algebra 
lying in the center of 3. Then a is unique and 3 is the centralizer of (1 in g. 
Choose 3 and a as above. By Lemma 2, we can choose x E G such 
that a” is e-stable. Since G = KQ, we can write x = kq (k E K, q E Q). 
Then aY is e-stable and the same holds for 34. Replacing (3, a) by 
(34, au), we may assume that 3 and a are both e-stable. By considering 
the roots of (g, a), it is clear that 
g = e(n) + 3 + it, 
where the sum is direct. Hence 3 = q n B(q) and we get the following 
result. 
LEMMA 5. Put nt, = q n B(q). Then nt, is’ reductive in g and 
q = in, + n where the sum is direct. 
Let a1 be the maximal split abelian subalgebra lying in the center 
of in, . Let M1 denote the centralizer of a, in G. Then clearly M1 
and a, are e-stable. 
LEMMA 6. M, n N = (11, Q == M,N, B(N) n Q = {I} and M, = 
Q n e(Q). 
Let X be an element of n such that exp X E M, . Then X centralizes 
a, and therefore X E ntl n n = {O}. This proves that M1 n N = {I). 
Similarly if exp e(X) E Q (X E it), it follows that exp ad e(X) maps nt, 
into q = in1 + n. But then it is obvious that X = 0. 
Since Ad(G) C G, , we may, in order to verify that Q = MIN, 
assume that G C G, . Let Q, denote the normalizer of q, in G, . Then 
it is known that Qc is connected. Since q = nt, + n and Q = G n Q, , 
it is obvious that Q = MIN. 
Finally since B(N) n Q = (11, it is clear that Q n e(Q) = MI . 
LEMMA 7. M, satisfies the conditions of Section 3. 
Let M,, denote the centralizer of a,, in G, . Then M,, is connected 
and since Ad(G) C G, , it is obvious that Ad(M,) C MI,. Put 
in2 = [ml , nt,] and let M2 and G, denote the analytic subgroups of G 
corresponding to nt2 and g1 = [g, g], respectively. Also let p denote 
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the adjoint representation of G, . Then p(M,) is a connected semi- 
simple linear Lie group and so its center is finite. Therefore since 
ker p is finite, we conclude that M, has finite center. Finally we 
conclude from [6, Lemma 15, p. 6791 that 
[Ml : il!llo] = [Ml : Ml n G”][Ml n Go : Mlo] 
< [G : G”][Ml n Go : Mlo] < co. 
Put KI = K n MI and let B, and 0, denote the restrictions of B 
and 19, respectively, on ntl . 
LEMMA 8. If we replace (G, K, 0, B) by (MI , K, , O1 , B,) then 
all the conditions of Section 3 are fuljlled. 
Since MI is o-stable, nt, = ntl n f + ml n p. We have only to 
verify that MI = KI exp(m, n p). Fix m E MI . Then m = k exp X 
where k E K, X E p. Since a, is e-stable, we conclude from [12, 
Cor. 2, p. 4801 that k E K, and X E III, n p. 
Let A denote the split component of MI (see the remark after 
Lemma 3.3). Then A is the maximal B-stable vector group lying in 
the center of MI and MI = MA where M = OM, and M n A = {I). 
Clearly M and A are closed e-stable subgroups of G. Let nt and a 
denote the corresponding Lie algebras. Then a = a, n p. Put 
K, = K n M and let Bw and eM denote the restrictions of B and 0, 
respectively, on nt. It is clear that KM = K, . 
LEMMA 9. If we replace (G, K, 8, B) by (M, K, , OM , B nr), then 
all the conditions of Section 3 are fuljlled. 
This follows immediately from Lemma 8 and the corollary of 
Lemma 3.3. 
LEMMA 10. The mapping (m, a, n) -+ man defines an analytic 
diffeomorphism of M x A x N onto Q. Moreover OQ = MN, A is a 
split component of Q and MA is the centralizer of A in G. 
Since Q = M,N = MAN, the first statement is an easy consequence 
of Lemma 6. Moreover it is clear that a, n f, since it splits, must lie 
in the center of g. Therefore a and a, have the same centralizer in G. 
Also [a, n] = [a, , n] = n and therefore NC OQ. On the other hand 
Q/N e MI and so it is obvious that OQ = OM,N = MN and A is 
a split component of Q. 
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We shall call A the split component of Q and refer to the decom- 
positions 
Q=MAN,q ==m+a+tt 
as the Langlands decompositions of Q and q, respectively. 
LEMMA 11. M meets every connected component of G. 
Extend a to a maximal abelian subspace a, of p. It is known that 
every maximal abelian subspace of p is conjugate to a, under KO. Fix 
K E K. Then we can choose k, E K” such that aok = a3. Then k,lk 
normalizes a,, . Hence (see Sect. 5) we can choose k, E K” such that 
centralizes a0 . Put k, = klk, . Then k, E K”, m E MA and m = k;lk. 
This shows that MA meets every connected component of K. Since 
G = KG0 and A is connected, the required result is now obvious. 
5. WEYL GROUPS 
In this section we recall some known facts about Weyl groups 
(see Ul)* 
Let a, be a maximal abelian subspace of p. Consider the set a,’ 
of all H E a, such that CL(H) # 0 for every root 01 of (g, ao). Fix a 
connected component a,+ of a,‘. 
Put 
m = Wo)/Z(ao)~ 
where N(a,) is the normalizer and Z(a,) the centralizer of a, in G. 
Then ID is a finite group which operates on a, in the usual way. 
Extend a, to a Cartan subalgebra ij of g and let W denote the Weyl 
group of kc , %J. 
LEMMA 1. Two elements of a, are conjugate under G, isf they are 
conjugate under any one of the three groups 
W, u3, N(a,) n K”. 
Moreover given H E a, , there exists a unique element Ho E Cl ao+ 
which is conjugate to H under ID. 
580/19/2-z 
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COROLLARY 1. If two elements in p are conjugate under G, then 
they are also conjugate under KO. 
Since p = (J keKO agk, this is obvious. 
COROLLARY 2. Let a be a linear subspace of a,, and x an element 
in G, such that ax C a,, . Then we can choose s E w such that Ad(x)H = SW 
for all HE a. 
We can select an element HO E a with the following property. If a 
is a root of (g, aO) and ol(H,) = 0, then 01 vanishes identically on a. 
Let M, be the centralizer of HO in G, . Then M, is connected and it is 
also the centralizer of a in G, . By Lemma 1 we can choose s E 1~ 
such that Ad(x) H,, = sH, . Then if y is a representative of s in 
N(a,), it follows that y-kc E M, and therefore 
for all HE a. 
Ad(x)H = Ad(y)N = SH 
Let a, , a2 be two abelian subspaces of p. We denote by w(az 1 a,) 
the set of all linear mappings s of a, into a2 with the following property, 
There exists an element x E G such that Ad(x) = s on a, . 
COROLLARY 3. w(az 1 a,) is a finite set. 
We can choose ki E K” (i = 1,2) such that a$ C a,, . Hence without 
loss of generality, we may assume that a, C a,, . Then our assertion 
follows from Corollary 2 above. 
Let a be a Cartan subalgebra of g and A the corresponding Cartan 
subgroup of G. We denote by W(g/a) the Weyl group of (ge , a,). 
Let B be the normalizer of a in G. We define W(G/A) = A/A. Then 
W(G,‘A) may be regarded as a subgroup of W(g/a). 
6. PARABOLIC PAIRS 
By a parabolic pair (or p-pair) in G, we mean a pair (Q, A) where Q 
is a psgp of G and A the split component of Q. Let Q = MAN and 
q = nt f a + n be the Langlands decompositions of Q and its Lie 
algebra q. By a root of Q or (Q, A) we mean a root DI of (g, a) such 
that ga C n (see Sect. 4 for the definition of gE). Let Z(Q) denote the 
set of all roots of Q. We write n, = go for a: E Z(Q). A root 01 is called 
simple if it cannot be written in the form OL = /3 + y with ,8, y E Z(Q). 
2 We recapitulate some well-known facts in this section (see [l]). 
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If G = prk Q - prk G, there exist exactly Z! distinct simple root 
31 ,..., cl!% . They are linearly independent over R and every (Y E: Z(Q) 
can be written (uniquely) in the form 01 = mloll + e-1 + memc where 
m, are nonnegative integers. We denote by zlO(Q) the set of simple 
roots of Q. 
Fix a subset F of Z”(Q) and let aF denote the subspace of all NE a 
such that U(H) = 0 f or all OL E F. Let .ZF be the set of those 
ZY E 2 = Z(Q) which vanish identically on aF . We denote by Z;;’ 
the complement of z;C in .+?I and put 
where aF is the centralizer of aF in g. Then qF is a parabolic subalgebra 
of g and the corresponding psgp QF has the Langlands decomposition 
0, = MFAI”NF, 
where AF = exp aF , N, = exp itF . Moreover 
QF3Q,MFXM,AFC A,NFCN. 
Civen any psgp Q’ of G containing Q, there exists a unique subset F 
of .Z’O(Q) such that Q’ = QZF . We write (Q, A)p = (QF , AF). 
LEMMA 1. There is a one-one correspondence between psgps P oj’ G 
which are contained in Q and psgps *P of M. This correspondence is 
given by the relation “P = P r\ M. If 
P = M’A’N’, p*zzz”M*A”N 
are the corresponding Langlands decompositions, then 
M’ z “M, A’ = *A . A, N’ = *N - N, 
“A = .M n A’. “N = h/i n N’. 
If (Pi , A,) (i = I, 2) are two p-pairs in G, we write (PI, AI) > 
(I’s , AZ) if PI 3 Pa . This implies that A, C A, . 
A psgp P is called minimal if it is minimal in the set of all psgps 
of G. Similarly it is called maximal if P # G and P is maximal in 
the set of all psgps Q f G. 
LEMMA 2. Any two minimal psgps of G are conjugate under IX?. 
Let PI , P, and Q be three psgps of G. Suppose P, n Pz 3 Q and PI is 
conjugate to P, under G. Then PI = Pz . 
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LEMMA 3. Let P = MAN be a psgp of G. Then the following 
three conditions are equivalent. 
(1) P is a minimal psgp. 
(2) MCK. 
(3) prk P = rank G/K. 
A vector subgroup A of G is called special if A C exp p and there 
exists a psgp P of G with A as a split component. If A is a special 
vector subgroup, we denote by @(A) the set of all psgps P of G 
such that (P, A) is a p-pair. Then P = MAN where A4 is independent 
of the choice of P in Y(A). Moreover B(A) is a finite set. 
Let P = MAN be a psgp of G. Since G = KP, every element 
x E G can be written uniquely in the form 
where M;, = M n exp p. Put HP(x) = log a E a. Then Wp is an 
analytic mapping of G into a. Define pp E a* by 
Let a+ denote the set of all H E a such that cu(H) > 0 for every root (y: 
of (P, A). Put A+ = exp a f, We note that a+ = a and A+ = A in 
case P = G. 
Two psgps are said to be associated if their split components are 
conjugate in G or equivalently, under K. By the class of a psgp P 
we mean the set of all psgps associated to P. 
7. NORMALIZATION OF M~SUR~ 
Let E denote any affine subspace of 9. Then the Euclidean norm 
on g defines a Euclidean measure dE on E (see [IO]). Now suppose L 
is a Lie subgroup of G and I its Lie algebra. Let dL be a left-invariant 
Haar measure on L. We can choose an open neighborhood I, of zero 
in I such that the exponential mapping defines a diffeomorphism of I, 
onto an open subset L, = exp 1, of L. We normalize dL in such a way 
that 
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where 
F(X) = f(exp X) 1 det((1 - evadX)/ad X)r I (X E t3). 
This fixes dL uniquely .and its definition is independent of the choice 
of I, . If L is compact, we put 
v(L) = j- dL, 
L 
and call v(L)-l dL the normalized Haar measure of L. 
Let P = MAN be a minimal psgp of G. Then M C K and therefore 
G=KP=KAN. 
Put da = dA, dn = dN and let dk denote the normalized Haar 
measure of K. We define the Haar measure dx on G by 
(x = kan), 
where p = pp . Since any two minimal psgps are conjugate under K, 
this measure is independent of the choice of P. We call it the standard 
Haar measure on G. 
Let P = MAN be any psgp of G. Replacing (G, K, 8, B) by 
(M, KM, eM, BM) (see Lemma 4.9), we get the standard measure 
dm on M. 
LEMMA 1. Let P = MAN be a psgp of G. Put da = dA, dn = dN 
and let dm denote the standard measure on M and dk the normalized 
Haar measure on K. Then 
J-p) dx = 1 f (kman)e2p(10g0)dk dm da dn 
KxMxAxN 
for f E C,(G). Here p = pp and dx is the standard Haar measure on G. 
Let *P = *M*A*N be a minimal psgp of M and P’ = M’A’N’ 
the corresponding psgp of G contained in P (Lemma 6.1). Then P’ 
is a minimal psgp of G and it follows from the definition dx that 
J”p dx = j 
KxA’xN’ 
f(ka’n’)eQ(l”ga’)da’ dn’, 
where p’ = pp’ , da’ = dA’ and dn’ = dN’. Our assertion is now an 
immediate consequence of Lemma 6.1. 
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8. DEFINITION OF Fi 
Let a be a Cartan subalgebra of g and A the corresponding Cartan 
subgroup of G. For any root 01 of (g, a) we denote by 5, the corre- 
sponding quasicharacter of A. Now assume that a is B-stable. Put 
a, = a n E and aR = a n p. Then A .= A,AR where A, = A n K 
and A, = exp aR . Moreover A, is a special vector subgroup of G. 
Let 3(a,) = 3 denote the centralizer of aR in g and PI the set of all 
positive roots of (3, a) (under some order). Put 
Let Z(G : a) = Z(a) d enote the centralizer of 3 in K. Let P E @(AR). 
Then P = MA,N where M is independent of the choice of P. 
LEMMA 1. Al = Z(a) A,*. 
Let m be the Lie algebra of ik?. Then A, is the Cartan subgroup 
of M corresponding to af and Z(a) is the eentrafizer of m in K,. 
Hence our assertion foIIows from Lemma 3.4. 
Let dx denote the standard measure on G and dx* the invariant 
measure on G/A, normalized so that dx = dx” dA, . For any 
f E Ccm(G) and 5 E Z(a), put 
Fp(l : H) = 4(ff) A+(5 exp f4 S,,, f((l exp fJ)“*) dx* 
R 
for H E a’([). R ere a’({) is the set of all H E a such that 
for every root a! of (g, a), Let a’ be the set of all HE a such that 
a(H) sf 2?r(- 1)li2 2 for every singular imaginary root a of (g, a), 
Then a’ = a; + aR where a1’ = a’ A a, . 
LEMMA 2. Fix f E Cam(G) and 5 E Z(a). Then F,(< : H) extends to 
a C” function of H E a’. If P = MARN is a psgp of G, then 
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for H E a’. Here H = H, + H2 (HI E a,, H, E a,), p = pp and 
f(x) = Jkf(kxk-1) dk (x E G). 
The measures dk, dm, da, dn have the same meaning as in Lemma 7.1. 
Since G = KP = KNMA, , it is clear that G/A, = (KNM)“. 
Moreover it follows without difficulty from Lemma 7.1 that 
jG,ARF(x*) dx* = JKxMxNF((knm)*) dk dm dn (FE C,(G*)). 
Our statements are now immediate consequences of [13, Cor. p. 931. 
Sometimes we shall write FFJa or FyJA instead of FF. 
Let a and b be two e-stable Cartan subalgebras of g such that 
aR 3 bR . Then it is clear from the definition that Z(a) 3 Z(b). Fix a 
p-pair (P, BR) (P = MB,N) in G. Then *A = A n M is a Cartan 
subgroup of M and *A, = AR n M. Choose a psgp *P of M with 
the split component *AR so that *P = *M *A, *N. Put N’ = *N . N. 
Then (Lemma 6.1) 
P’ = *MARN’ 
is a psgp of G. It is clear that aR C 3(a,) C 3(b,) = bR + nt. Hence 
aR = bR + *aR . Let 3(*aR) denote the centralizer of *aR in m. Then 
3(aR) = 3(*aR) + bR and therefore 
Put p = pp . 
Z(G : a) = Z(M : *a). 
LEMMA 3. Fix f E Ccm(G) and put 
g(H, : m) = g,Jm) = eD(%) IN J(m exp H, * n) dn 
for H2 E bR and m E M. Then g E Gcm(bR X M) and 
Ffa(( : HI + H,) = Fz;” (5 : HI) 
for 5 E Z(a), HI E *a’ and H, E 6, . 
This follows by applying Lemma 2 to (G, A) and (M, *A). 
If h is a linear function on a,, we define HA E a, by the condition 
B(H, HJ = W) WE a,>. 
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Given A, p E ac*, we put 
(A P) = B(f4 , Hu). 
In particular if h takes only real values on aR + (- l)1/2 a, , then 
(A, A) > 0. Put [ h 1 = (A, X)ljz > 0 in that case. 
9. THE RELATION BETWEEN Ffa AND Ffb 
Let b be a B-stable Cartan subalgebra of g and H,, a point in b such 
that: 
(1) There exists exactly one positive imaginary root /3 of (g, b) 
such that /3(H,,) E 2n( - l)liz 2. 
(2) fl is singular. 
Put B, = exp bR , b, = exp Ho and let 3 denote the centralizer 
b&, in g. Then 1 = [3, 31 is a simple Lie algebra of dimension 3 
noncompact type. We can choose a base (H’, X’, Y’) for I over 
such that 
[H’, xl] = 2X’, [H’, Y’] = -2Y’, [x’, Y’] = H’, 
of 
of 
R 
0 maps (H’, x’, Y’) into (-H’, -Y’,-X’), b=u,+R(X’- Y’) 
and p(X’ - Y’) = -2( - 1)li2. Here uB is the set of all H E b with 
/3(H) = 0. Put 
a = us + RH’. 
Then a is also a &stable Cartan subalgebra of g. Put 
v = exp{(-1)1/2 (r/4) ad(X’ + Y’)}. 
Then v is an automorphism of 3c and b,” = a, (see [lo, Sect. 71). 
Let P,(a) and P,(b) denote the sets of positive imaginary roots of 
(g, a) and (g, b), respectively (under some given orders). We assume 
that /? E P,(b) and put 
P E b), 
where y runs over all roots in P,(b) different from 8. Similarly put 
d,,,(H) = n (c+)/~ - bH)12) (HE a). 
L%EP,(ll) 
Since bR = g8 n p C aR , it is clear that Z(b) C Z(a). 
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THEOREM 1. Fix 5 E Z(b), u E S(b,) and f E Ccm(G). Then3 
Fry< : Ho ; a(u))+ - FfQ : Ho ; a(u))- 
= -274-l)‘/” I/3 I-1 @I&,) F+‘([, : Ho’; i@)). 
Here H,,’ = H,, - W&,) 4 I 6 I-‘, lo = 5 exp(B(4J I B I-’ 64 E Z(a), 
Ffb(< : Ho ; i?(u))* = &nn&(r; : Ho + 4(X’ - y’); a(u)) 
and 
We observe that Ho’ E ufl , p(H,) HB E I n f and 
1 p I-2Hg = (l/2)(-1)1/2 (X’ - Y’). 
Therefore b, = exp@(H,,) 1 fl j-2 HP) centralizes 3. We claim that 
a = exp n(X - Y’) E Z(a). Let L, be the simply connected complex 
analytic group corresponding to I, . Then& N SL(2, C) and therefore 
it is easy to verify that 
exp n(X’ - Y’) = exp(n(-l)1/2H’j 
in L, . Therefore 
Ad(u) = exp{+- l)li2 ad H’} 
in G, , As before let j(a,) denote the centralizer of aR in 3. Then 
since H’ E aR and X’ - Y’ E f, it is obvious that a E Z(a). Since 
/3(H,J E 24 - l)lj2 Z, b, is a power of a and therefore it lies in Z(a). 
Hence 5, = lb, E Z(a) and 
Now we shall prove the theorem by induction on dim G. Without 
loss of generality we may assume that prk G = 0. First suppose 
bR # {O}. Then, using the notation of Lemma 8.3, we have 
Ffb([ : HI + H,) = F,M:ebr(i : HI) (f& E h’, H, E bd, 
and 
F,y&, : HI + H,) = F’~~‘(&, : HJ (HI E *a’, H2 E bR). 
3 We use here the standard notation (see [lo, p. Xl]). 
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Without loss of generality, we may assume that u = uluz where 
u1 E S(b,,,), and u2 E S(b,,,). Put H(4) = H, + +(X’ - Y’) where 
4 # 0 and 1 r# 1 is small (+ E R). Then 
where 
go(m) = AHo2 ; G2) : m> (m s M>, 
and HI(+) = H,, + 4(X’ - Y’). Here H,, , II,, are the projections 
of Ho in bl and bR , respectively. On the other hand v leaves u4 fixed 
and a, + bR C (sa . Hence u2 and H,,’ are both left fixed by v. Moreover 
if y is an imaginary root of (g, a), then H,, = v-lH,, E CT,,, . Let 
y0 = v-ly be the corresponding root of (g, b). Then (yO , p) = 0 and 
therefore 
YW,‘) = Yovf,‘) = Yo(Ho). 
Moreover y,, $ &/3 and hence y(H,,‘) I$ 2n(- 1)lj2 Z. Therefore 
Ffa(co : Ho’; c!+P)) = Fz*“(co : HiI ; I), 
where Hi, is the projection of Ho’ in *a so that H,,’ = HA, + H,,, . 
Since dim M < dim G, Theorem 9.1 is true for (M, *a, bI , g,) in 
place of (G, a, b,f) by induction hypothesis. The required statement 
for (G,f) is then an immediate consequence of the above relations. 
So we may now assume that b, = (0). Then Z(b) is the centralizer 
of g in G. Without loss of generality we may assume that v takes 
positive roots of (g, 6) into positive roots of (g, a) and a root y of 
(g, b) is positive if (y, /3) > 0. 
Put b = 5 exp Ho and let G, denote the centralizer of b in G. Then 
3 = (TV + 1 is the centralizer of b in g as before. Put S = Gbo and 
d(H) = n (ev(H)/z - e-y(H@) 
YCP 
(HE b), 
where P is the set of all positive roots of (g, 6). Then there exists a 
unique holomorphic function D on 3e such that 
(1) D is invariant under S, 
(2) d(H, + H) = /3(H) D(H) for HE b. 
(This follows by applying Lemma 39 of [12] to (3, b).) Fix an open 
neighborhood 30 of zero in 3 such that: 
(1) 30 is completely invariant under c”. 
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(2) The exponential mapping (from 3 to 6) is regular and 
univalent on 30 . 
This is possible (see [12, p. 4721). Select a C” function z, on 3 such 
that: 
(1) n is invariant under 8, 
(2) SUPP 0 c 30 9 
(3) v = 1 around zero. 
That this is possible can be seen either directly or by [ll, Lemma 45, 
p. 461. 
Fix an open and relatively compact subset Sz of G and suppose 
f E C,.“(Q). Then if H E b and d(EJo + H) f 0, 
Ffb([ : Ho + H) = d(H, + H) jGf(xb exp H. x-l) dx 
= 4ffo + fJ) jG,, ds 1 f(xb exp(ffy) - x-l) dy, . s 
where the invariant measures dzi? and dy on G = G/S and E are so 
normalized that dx = dz dy. 
Let a, and b, be open and relatively compact neighborhoods of zero 
in a and b such that: 
(1) V= 1 ona,Ub,, 
(2) 4(Ho + H) # 0 for H E 6, , 
(3) d,,,(H,’ + H) # 0 for HE a, . 
(Here d, = dr,l,B .) Assuming that a, , b, are sufficiently small, we 
can choose a compact set o in G with the following property (see [7, 
Theor. 1, p. 7361). If x is an element of G such that 
x(b exp N)x-l E Q, 
for some HE~, u b,, then x E W. Choose a function r E C,“(G) 
such that 
s r(xy) dy = 1 E 
whenever x E w (X E G). Put 
,M2 = +) D(Z) jG Wf@(~ exp 00 dx (Z E 3). 
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For any g E Ccm(3), put 
ha(H) = I 4H)l j-A,@‘) dy* (HE a, , a(H) # 0). 
Here 01 = /?” and the invariant measure dy* on E/A, is so normalized 
that dy = dy * dA, . 
LEMMA 1. For any u E S(b,) and g E Ccm(3), 
#$?lJ(O; a(u))+ - #,b(O; a(u))- = -277(-1)1/Z I/3 I-‘&(0; @P)). 
Here (see [lo, Theor. 21) 
#,b(O; a(u))* = p. #pb(d(X - Y’); a@)>. 
Assuming this lemma, let us finish the proof of Theorem 1. Put 
g = gr . Then 
Hence 
Ffb(l : Ho + H) = hb(H) (HE b, , B(H) # 0). 
Ffb(r; : Ho ; a(u))+ - Ffq : Ho ; 3(u))- = -27r(- 1)1/2 1 p I-‘tb,“(O; qu”)). 
We have seen above that 5, E Z(a) and 
b = 5 exp Ho = to exp Ho’. 
Now consider 
F?(~o : Ho’ + H) = 4,,(Ho’ + H) I det(1 - Ad(b exp H)-1)Q,3(oRj 1112 
X s G,ARf((b ew H)Z) dx* W E a,). 
But 
s G,ARf((b exp HY) dx* = JGIE dz1 B,AR f Mb exp H%+) dr * 
= IO 0) dx I,,, fW exp HW1) dy* W E a~)- 
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LEMMA 2. 
I 4H)I WO = 4d&’ + H) I det(l - Ad(bexp W1)g13((1R) Y, 
for HEa,. Here 
e. = signfe6(Ho)12db,,(H,) 1 d,,,(HO’)-l]. 
Assuming this lemma, we conclude that 
The statement of Theorem 1 is now an immediate consequence of 
Lemma 1. 
We shall now prove Lemma 2. Since 01 = /I”, 
a(H) D(H) = jl(v-VT) qv-123) = fl(H, + v-VI) = d&Ho + H). 
We claim that 
Ad(b) = exp ad Ho = exp ad(vH,). 
Since b = 5 exp H, and 5 centralizes g, the first assertion is obvious. 
Moreover since b centralizes 3, 
Ad(b) = v Ad(b)4 = exp ad(vH,). 
On the other hand 
% = 4,’ + BV4,) I B l-2fJo 
and 1zr,’ E trg . Therefore 
vf-4, = 6’ + ii3(f&l I B I-‘&. 
Hence 
where P,. is the set of all positive roots of (g, a) which do not vanish 
identically on aR . Put 
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We recall that a root 6 of (g, 0) is positive if (6, 6) > 0. This implies 
that a root y of (g, a) is positive if y(H,) > 0. Hence if y E P-. then 
-07 is also in P., and y # --By unless y = 01. (Here we use the fact 
that aR = RH, .) Since H,,’ E a, , we conclude that p+(H,,‘) = 0. 
Therefore 
since Ad(b) = exp ad vH, . Note that [,(b-l) = 1 since b centralizes 3. 
Moreover 
Ly(4 = &(W1 = conj &Y(a) 
for a E A and any root y of (g, a). This holds in particular for 
b = [,, exp 27,’ E A. Therefore since 
&f)/2 - ,-w(H)/2 = sign a(H) . 1 @(W/2 - e--u(H)/2 1 (HE a), 
we find that 
I det(l - Ad@ exp fV1)g,3(aR) ll/’ 
=,! ’ 
&H)/2 _ ~$-l)e--vuf)/2 1 
+ 
= sign or(H) * n (evtH)i2 - &J-1)e-y(*)/2) 
YEP+ 
(HE a). 
This shows that 
d,(vHo + H) = d,,,(H,’ + H)eB%)lrul-2<o+*a> . sign LX(H) 
* 1 det(l - Ad(b exp H)-l)a13taR) ]1/2 
for H E a, . 
Now put 
where y runs over all positive roots of (g, a). Then it is clear that 
<p, CX> = (p+ , CX). Moreover 
2(p, a> I a I-2 EZ. 
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Since ,&H,) E 24 - 1)1/‘2 Z, it follows that 
esuf”K~+,a)lal-* = E1 ) 
where <I = -&l. Therefore 
+qqfq = 4(Vf& + H), 
= or sign CL(H) . d&H,’ + H) 1 det(1 - Ad(b exp H)-1)s,3(a,) 11/’ 
for HEa,. But 
J,(vH, + H) = rl(H, + +H) = Ab,s(Ho + v-1H)es(H0)/2 (ea(H)/2 - e--a(H)/2) 
since eB(Ho)/2 = &l and 01 = /3”. Therefore 
&,,(Ho + v-1H)escHo1/2 = E~A,,~(H~’ + H) n / ev(H)/2 - [y(b-1)e-Y(H)12 [. 
?EP+ 
Y#L1 
Letting H -+ 0 (H E a, , a(H) # 0), we get 
df&Ho)e0(Ho~~2 = +ln,l(Ho’) fl 1 1 - [,(6-“)I. 
aPP+ 
Hence 
cl = sign{e0(“o)/20,,,(H,) d&H,‘)-l}. 
So now it remains to prove Lemma 1. It follows from [lo, Theor. 2, 
p. 5611 that it is enough to consider the case when u = 1. Let L be 
the analytic subgroup of E corresponding to I. Since ‘so = a,, it is 
clear that E = LA,O. Moreover 5, being the connected component 
of 1 in the centralizer of b in G, is closed and e-stable. Let 2, denote 
the center of 8 and A the Cartan subgroup of G corresponding to a. 
Since a C 3, it is obvious that 2, C E n A = (E n A,) * A, . On the 
other hand 2, is also e-stable and a1 = uB is the center of 3. Hence 
we conclude that 2, C S n A, and therefore 2, is compact. On the 
other hand 1 = [3, 31. Hence it follows easily (see [13, p. 1261) that L 
is closed in E and the center of L is finite. Moreover aR = RH’ and 
so we can identify R with A, under the mapping t -+ exp tH’ (t E R). 
Since H’ = 2 1 01 j-2 H, , it follows that 
11 H’!/ = 2 I a 1-l = 2 j /3 l-l, 
and therefore dA, = 2 / p 1-r dt. So the required result follows 
immediately from Lemma 9A.2. 
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We now return to the notation of Theorem 1. Fix n E Z 
and let H,, vary in b in such a way that ,G(H,) = 277(- 1)lj2 n and 
y(H,,) 6 27r( - l)li2 Z for any root y f /3 in P,(b). 
LEMMA 3. Under the above conditions E(HJ remains constant. 
The above statement is clearly independent of the choice of positive 
roots. Hence we may choose systems P(a) and P(b) of positive roots 
for (9, a) and (9, b), respectively, in such a way that the following 
conditions hold. 
(1) A root y of (g, b) is positive if (y, 16) > 0, 
(2) P(a) = P(b)“. 
LEMMA 4. Under the above conditions 
where 
PI = ; c Y- 
rep,(b) 
Let Pa be the set of all roots y E P,(b) such that (y, /3) = 0. Since 
aR = bR + RH’, it is clear that P,” = PI(a). Now let y E PO . Then 
YWJ = AH,‘) = Y”w47 = Y”Wol 
since (y, /3) = 0. Hence if P’ is the complement of P,, u (/3> in P,(b), 
it follows from Theorem 9.1 that 
c(H,) = (--l)n sign fl (ev%)/2 - C%)12). 
YEP’ 
As usual let S, denote the Weyl reflexion corresponding to /3. Then if 
y E P’, it is obvious that y’ = -s,y is also in P’ and y’ # y. Moreover 
y’(HJ = --y(H,) + 24 - 1)1/2 nn, , 
where 
ny = w, 8) I B k2 E z. 
Hence 
eV’WJ/Z _ e-+(WP = (-1)“‘“~ conj(eY(Ho)/2 - e--vWo)/2). 
Since n, = n,f , we conclude that 
E(H,) = (-l)n(l+m) ) 
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where 
mz- 
: 5, % * 
Since P,(b) = PO u {fl> u P’, it is clear that 
2(pr, 8) I B I--$ = 1 + m 
and so our assertion follows. 
9A. Some Computations on SL(2, R) 
Let G = SL(2, R) and g = 42, R). As usual put 
and let K, A, N be the one-parameter subgroups of G corresponding 
to (X - Y), H and X, respectively. Then G = KAN is an Iwasawa 
decomposition of G. Put 
at = exp tH = 
et 0 
( 1 0 3’ k, = exp 0(X - Y) = (-fz i 
1 s 
n, = exp SX = o l ( 1 (t, 8,s E R). 
Identify A and N with R under the mappings t -+ a, and s --+ n, . 
Then da = dt, dn = ds are the Haar measures on A and N, respec- 
tively. Similarly K may be identified with R/2772 under the mapping 
tI+k,. Let dk = d8/2r be the normalized Haar measure on K. 
Then 
dx = e2t(dO/2v) dt ds (x = k,a,n,) 
is a Haar measure on G. 
LEMMA 1. 
JGf(x) dx = n Jow (e2T - e-2’) dT /KXKf(ka&‘) dk dk 
for f~ C,(G). 
We know from general theory [3, Lemma 221 that the two sides 
sWI9/2-3 
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are equal up to a positive factor c which is independent off. Now 
put f (x) = F(lj x 11”) (x E G) where F E C,(R) and 
// xjj2 = a2 + b2 + cz + d2 
for x = (F i) in G. Then 
11 keutn, II2 = (d - e-t)2 + s2e2t + 2. 
Put g(t) = F(t2 + 2). Then 
Let y = set and u = (et - et). Then 
JGf(x) dx = jrn et dt .” g((e” - F~)’ + y2) dy 
-m 
E s ,,m (et + 2) dt jrn --m g((et - etJ2 + y2) 4, 
= ; j-m du jm g(u2 + y*) dy = i-r jom g(r”) rdr, 
02 -co 
where Y = (u” + yz)llz. 
On the other hand 
11 kaTk’ ]I2 = (eT - P)2 + 2. 
Hence if we put r = (eT - eT), we have (e2T - c2T) dT = r dr and 
the right side of our lemma becomes 
77 s om g(r”) rdr. 
So if we assume that g 3 0 and g( 1) = 1, we conclude that c = 1. 
Nowa=RHandb=R(X- Y) are two Cartan subalgebras of g. 
Normalize the invariant measure dx* on G/A in such a way that 
dx = dx” da and put 
h"(t) = 2 I t I jG,, f(tff") dx* (tER,t#O) 
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for f E C,“(g). Then it is easy to verify that 
where 
Similarly put 
t,l+“(fl) = -2(-1)1/2fI &I(X - Y>“) dx (6’# O,BER). 
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Then we conclude from Lemma I that 
t,bfb(e) = -27rCI(-l)1/2 c,: J(Qz’~X - PY)) (e2t - e”“) dt. 
Hence we get the following result from [lo, Lemma 21. 
LEMMA 2. z,$(+O) - #,(-0) = -(-I)‘/” r&(O) forfE C,“(g). 
10. PROPERTIES OF THE FUNCTION E 
Since G = K exp p, we can define functions u and 8 on G as in 
[15, Sect. 71 by 
a(k exp X) = /I Xi/, 9(k exp X) = S(exp X) (k E K, X E p). 
Let PO = M&,N, be any minimal psgp of G. Then 
E(x) = lK e-%J%(~k)) dk (x E G), 
where p,, = pp. , H,(x) = HPO(x) and dk is the normalized Haar 
measure on K. Let 2 be the split component of G and A,+ the set 
of all a E A such that ol(log a) > 0 for every root 01 of (P,, , A,). 
LEMMA 1. The function 8 = E, has the following properties. 
(1) E”(x) = E(zc-‘) = S(xx) > 0 for x E G and z E KZ. 
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(2) There exist numbers c > 0 and d > 0 such that 
1 < ePooo@)E(u) < ~(1 + u(a))” 
for all a E A,+. 
(3) Given a compact set w in G, we can choose a number c = C(W) > 0 
such that 
qYIxY2) G cqx> 
forallxEGandy,,y,Ew. 
(4) JK S(xhy) dh = E(x) S(y) (x, y) E G). 
(5) There exists a number r > 0 such that 
s F E(x)2 (1 + C(x))-’ dx < co. 
(6) ~XY) < u(x) + a(y)for x, y E G and 
+a) 3 max(o(m), u(u)) (me&f, UEA), 
where P = MAN is a psgp of G. 
These facts are well known (see [8], [IS, Lemma II], and [20, 
p. 3991). The second assertion of (6) follows from the fact that m n p 
and a are orthogonal. We shall call (4) the doubling principle. 
Let P = MAN be a psgp of G. Let 8, denote the function on M 
corresponding to E when the pair (G, K) is replaced by (M, K,). 
Put p = pp . 
LEMMA 2. Fix r > r’ > 0 and define d as in (2) of Lemma 1. Then 
we can choose a number c = c(r, r’) > 0 such that 
ep(loga) J N (1 + u(man))- 
(p+2d)5(man) dn < c(1 + u(wu~))-~‘E~(rn) 
for all m E M and a E A. Moreover there exists a number c,, > 1 such 
that 
1 + u(ma) G c&l i- u(mn)) (?nEM, UEA, TZEN). 
This is a slight generalization of Lemma 21 of [I 51. We shall give 
a proof of this lemma in Section 3 I. 
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COROLLARY 1. We can choose c’ > 0 such that 
&O!m 
s 
N (1 + +@9)- (r+2W(~um) d% < c’( 1 + a(a~~))-~‘E~(m) 
(rnEM,t2EA), 
where W = B(N). 
This follows by applying the above lemma to O(P) = ~JIM (see 
[15, P. 281). 
COROLLARY 2. Let w be a compact subset of G. Then if r > 2d, 
the integral 
s Ei Z(xny)(l + u(xn~))-’ dn 
converges uniformly for x, y E w. 
Define c = c(w) as in (3) of Lemma 1. Then 
Qny)( 1 + a(xny))-r < c(1 + o(x)>T (1 + u(y))’ Q>(l + u(n))-? 
for x, y E w and n E N. Hence our assertion follows immediately 
from Lemma 2. 
11. CENTRAL ~-FINITE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Put e = rank G = rank g and let D(x) be the coefficient of te in 
det(t + 1 - Ad(x)) (x E G) w h ere t is an indeterminate. As usual, 
G’ denotes the set of all regular points in G, i.e., those x in G where 
D(x) f 0. 
An element x E G is called semisimple, if Ad(x) is semisimple. Put 
Jy;; = exp JV C G, where N is the set of all nilpotent elements in g 
(see [ll, Sect. 31). Since Ad(G) C G, , it follows without difficulty 
that the statements of [12, Sect. 31 remain true (even though G is not 
assumed to be connected). 
Let 6 be the universal enveloping algebra of gc . We regard elements 
of 6 as left-invariant differential operators on G. Let 3 be the algebra 
of all differential operators on G which commute with both left and 
right translations of G. Since Ad(G) C G, , 3 is just the center of 8. 
Notation. Let X denote the canonical bijection of S(gJ onto 8 
[2, p. 1921. For any linear subspace I of gc , define6(1) = h(S(I)). If M 
is a subalgebra of g, we usually denote G(m,) by the corresponding 
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capital german letter ‘%V. Moreover suppose m is reductive and 
rank g = rank m. Then ysirn denotes the usual isomorphism of Jj 
into the center of %N [12, Sect. 121. 
Given a distribution T on G and x E G, define the distribution TX 
bY 
T”(f) = W’) (fg Gmc(G>>> 
where 
f’(Y) = f(Y”> (Y E (3 
We say that T is central (or invariant) if T = TX for all x E G. 
Similarly T is said to be s-finite, if the space of all distributions of 
the form .zT (z E 3) has finite dimension. The proof of [12, Theor. 2, 
Sect. 151 now goes through in the present case without any substantial 
change. In particular we have the following result. 
THEOREM 1. Let 0 be a central and s-Jinite distribution on G. 
Then 0 is a locally summable function which is analytic on G’. 
Let A be a Cartan subgroup of G and a its Lie algebra. Put 
where P is the set of all positive roots of (g, a) (under some given 
order). Let PR be the set of all real roots in P and A’(R) the set of 
all points a E A such that &(a) # 1 for every 01 E PR . Put 
A’ = A n G’. 
LEMMA 1. 0 being as above, put 
@(a) = ‘o(a) O(a) (a E A’). 
Then @ extends to an analytic function on A’(R). 
This is proved in the same way as [12, Lemma 311. 
12. AN INEQUALITY FOR 0 
Since [G : Go] < CO, we can define the Schwartz space V(G) as in 
[15, Sect. 91. The following theorem is a slight extension of [15, 
Sect. 19, Theor. 71. 
THEOREM 1. Let 0 be a central and 3-Jinite distribution on G. 
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Then 0 is tempered if and o&y if there exist numbers c, 1 > 0 such that 
I qw2 I @(x)l < 41 + “(4) 
for all x E G’. 
We first verify the necessity of our condition, 
LEMMA 1. Let A be a Cartan subgroup of G. Then we can choose 
c > 0 such that 
1 + u(a) G ~(1 + 44) 
for all a E A and x E G. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that A is o-stable. Fix 
P E 9(A,) so that P = MA,N. By Lemma 10.2 we can choose 
c,, > 1 such that 
1 + +zu~> < ~~(1 + 4ma24h 
for m E &I, a2 E A, and n E N. Now let a = ala2 (al E A,, a2 E AR). 
Since G = KP and A, C M, we can, for a given x E G, choose m E M, 
n E N such that u(az) = a(ma,la). Hence 
Let *P = *M *A *N be a minimal psgp of M and 
PO = *MA,N, , 
the corresponding psgp of G contained in P (Lemma 6.1). Then 
A, = *A * AR . We can choose k, , k, E K n *M and h E *A such 
that m = k,hk, . Then o(ma,) = v(ha,). On the other hand *a and aR 
are orthogonal. Therefore it is clear that 
for h, E *A, h, E AR . Therefore since a, E A, C K, it follows that 
Therefore 
4~2) = ~(ha,) 2 u(aJ = u(a). 
1 + u(a) -G co(l + UP)). 
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We can choose a finite number of e-stable Cartan subgroups Ai 
(1 < i < p) of G such that G’ is the disjoint union of 
Gi = u xAi’x-1 (1 e i < p), 
WC 
where Ai’ = A, n G’. Therefore, in view of Lemma 1, it would be 
enough to prove the inequality of Theorem 1 on A’ = A n G’ for 
a fixed o-stable Cartan subgroup A. 
Let a denote the Lie algebra of A. Fix a point a, E A, and choose 
an open, relatively compact, convex neighborhood alo of zero in aI 
such that: 
(1) I(1 - L(a, exp H)I 2 (1/2)iU - L(~o>>I an4 
I(1 - eTl 2 W)l 4H)I 
for every root a: of (g, a) and HE a,O. 
(2) The mapping H -+ a, exp H defines a diffeomorphism of alo 
on an open neighborhood U of a, in A,. 
Since A, is compact, it would be sufficient to verify the inequality on 
A’ n (UA,). 
Let aR’ be the set of all HE aR such that a(H) # 0 for every root (Y 
of (g, a) which does not vanish identically on aR . Also let a;’ denote 
the set of all points HE aI0 where a(H) # 0 for every imaginary 
root 01 of (g, a) such that (,(a,) = 1. Then both a:’ and aR’ have only 
finite number of connected components. Put 
U’ = a, exp a?, A,’ = exp aR’. 
Then U’AR’ is contained in A’ and it is dense in UA, . Fix connected 
components a,+ and aR+ of aO,’ and aR’, respectively, and put 
A+ = U+ - A,+ where 
U+ = a,, exp aI++, AR+ = exp aR+. 
Then it would be enough to verify the inequality on A+. 
Fix a point Ho E aR+ and introduce an order so that a root 01 of 
(g, a) is positive if a(HO) > 0. Let P be the set of all positive roots 
under this order. Since Ad(G) C G, , we can choose Ho E a, such that 
Ad(a,) = exp ad Ho . 
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Then if a = a, exp H (HE a), we have 
D(u) = I-I (1 - E,(a)-l)(l - 5,(4), 
LTEP 
= (-l)v e2D(Ho+H) n (1 - [a(U-1))2, 
UEP 
where p is the number of roots in P and 
[,(a, exp H) = eP(Ho+H) 
for H E alo + aR . Since D(a) E R, it is obvious that 
] D(a)lll” = +z)-’ g$z) n (1 - 5&z-‘)) 
GEP 
for a E A” = A’ A (UA,). H ere E is a locally constant function on A” 
such that c4 = 1 
For any root i of (g, a), let qa denote the function (1 - &‘)-l on 
A’ and let .92 be the ring of analytic functions on A’ generated over C 
by 1 and Q for all 01. 
LEMMA 2. Put q = nIuEp yM . Then 
This is obvious. 
Let A, be the center of A and k? the normalizer of A in G. Put 
WA = A/A0 and let x + x * denote the natural projection of G on 
G* = G/A,. Then WA is a finite group and us, sH and x*s (s E WA, 
a E A, HE a, x* E G*) are defined as usual (see [15, p. 401). 
Put GA = (A’)G and normalize the invariant measure dx* on G* 
in such a way that 
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where da is the Haar measure on A. Fix a function (II* E Ccm(G*) 
such that (II* = CX*(X*S) (x* E G*, s E WA) and 
s a*(~*) dx* = 1. c* 
Then for any ,6 E Ccm(A’), we define fs E CCffi(GA) as follows. 
fO(a”) = a*(~*) ( D(u)[-~/~ c fl(aS) (a E A’, x E G). 
SEW, 
Put 
@(a) = 1 D(a)jlp O(a) (a E A’). 
Then it follows from [15, Lemma 911 that 
Wd = j-, @P da (P E GV’))* 
Fix a compact set C = C-l in G such that Supp (II* C C*. For any 
a E A, we write a = ala2 (al E A, , a2 E AR). 
LEMMA 3. Given g E 6, we can choose a jkite set of elements 
ui &(a,) and qi E 92 (1 < i < q) such that 
1 j&z”; g)l < e-~(loW ,Z<, ,g I 7d4 B”(G %)I 
\\ A 
for ,f3 E C,“(A’), a E A” and x E C. 
This is proved in the same way as [ 15, Lemma 3 I] except that now 
we use Lemma 2. 
COROLLARY. We can choose m >, 0, qi E .Y% and ui &(a,) (1 < i < p) 
such that 
for all /I E Ccm(A+). 
This is proved in the same way as [15, Lemma 321. 
It follows from Lemmas 2 and 11.1 that 
@(a> = +4-l E,(a) 4(a) (a E A+), 
where QO is an analytic function on a,A,OA,+. Since 0 is S-finite, it 
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follows from [4, Theor. 21 that Cp, is G(a,)-finite. Therefore we 
conclude from the above corollary (see [15, p. 431) that we can choose c, 
r 3 0 such that 
I @WI < 4 + 44) (a E A+). 
This proves the necessity of the inequality in Theorem 1. The 
sufficiency is an immediate consequence of Corollary 1 of Lemma 13.1 
beIow. 
13. CONVERGENCE OF AN INTEGRAL 
I,EMMA 1. There exists a number r >, 0 such that 
s 
j D(x)]-~/~ 2(x)(1 -j- u(x))-+ dx < 00, 
G 
?Ve proceed by induction on dim G. First assume that prk G 2 1. 
Let G = MA be the Langlands decomposition of G. Then 
o(ma) b max(+O, o(a)) (rnEM, UEA). 
Therefore 
.i j D(x)\-~/~ E(x)(l + u(x))-‘dx G 
< 1 
M 
[ D(m)]-1/2 E(m){1 $ ~(m))-~‘~ dm s (I + c(a))-T/2 da < co 
A 
by induction hypothesis, if r is large enough. 
So now assume that prk G = 0. Fix a %-stable Cartan subgroup A 
of G and put 
GA = u xA’x-I, 
tl%G 
where A’ = A n G’. It would be enough (see [12, p. 5051) to show 
that 
1 ] L)(x)]+ B(x)( 1 + o(x))-’ dx < co ~ G A 
for some r > 0. 
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Let dx* denote the invariant measure on G* = G/AR . Then 
s ( D(x)I-~/~ B(x)(l + u(x))-T dx GA 
= jA 1 ~(a)l’l” da J‘,, S(&)( 1 + ~(a~))-~ dx* (a E A’). 
Fix a psgp P E Y(AR). Then P = MA,N. Define DM on M corre- 
sponding to the function D on G. Then if a = ala2 (al E A,, a2 E AR), 
we conclude from [13, Cor. p. 931 that 
1 D(u)[liz jG* +~)(l + ~(a~:))-~ dx* 
= / D&,)y .p(lW%) 
s 
E(un2 * n)( 1 + a(~ ’ n))+ dm dn (a E A’). 
MXN 
Therefore 
j 
A 
1 D(u)/~/~ da s,* E(uZ)(l + u(u”))-’ dx* 
< s 
ed10ga2) da2 
AR 
jM 1 DM(m)[-1/2 dm jN B(mu,n)( 1 + u(mu,n))-T dn, 
where p = pp and da, is the Haar measure on A, . 
Now first assume that AR # (1). Then since prk G = 0, 
dim(MA,) < d im G. Hence by induction hypothesis, we can choose 
r’ > 0 such that 
i 
1 DM(m)[-l/z Z,(m)(l + ~(mu,))-r' dm da, < 00. 
MxAg 
Then if I > r’ + 2d, it follows from Lemma 10.2 that 
jA 1 D(~)ll/~ da s,* E(ur)(l + ~(a+))+ dx* < co. 
So now we may suppose that A, = (1) and therefore A is compact. 
Then the required result follows from [15, Theor. 5, p. 321. This 
completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
COROLLARY 1. Let T be a locally summable function on G. Suppose 
that there exist numbers c, m > 0 such that 
1 D j1’2 1 T ( < ~(1 + @ 
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almost eaerywhere on G. Then T is tempered as a distribution and 
T(f) = jG w9f(4 dx 
for all f E V(G). 
This is obvious from Lemma 1. 
COROLLARY 2. Let 0 be a central and 3-jinite distribution on G 
which is tempered. Then 
w = jG @(4f(4 dx (f E VW)- 
This follows from Theorem 12.1 and Corollary 1 above. 
14. SOME ESTIMATES AND THEIR APPLICATIONS 
LEMMA 1. Let 0 be a locally summable function on G such that 
O( y”) = O(y) (h E K, y E G) and 
c = s G I @WI B(Y)(~ + U(Y))-’ dr < ~0 
for some r >, 0. Then 
3 I %)I s(yx)(l + u(yx))-’ dy d c+)(l + +))v G 
for all x E G. 
Since 
1 + U(Y.4 2 (1 + U(Y)) (1 + 4q-1, 
it is clear that 
j I @(YI ~C”(yW + 4~4Y dr G (1 + 44)’ j I @(Y)I ~t”(yW +4~))-‘dy. 
But since O(y) = O( yk) (k E K), we conclude that 
s I @(y)l ~(~41 + 4yN-’ dy 
= j I @(y)l (1 + 4yWdy jK E(YW & 
= cE(x), 
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from the doubling principle. Our assertion is now obvious. 
Put 
ST = E(1 + u)’ 
for Y E R. Fix r0 < 0 such that 
(see Lemma 10.1). 
LEMMA 2. Let rl , r2 be two real numbers such that 1 rl 1 + r2 < 2r, . 
Then 
It is clear that 
(1 + +&))‘1 < (1 
Therefore 
qxr-‘) Sr,(Y) d (1 
where r3 = 1 rl j + ra . But 
- u(x))rl (1 + u(y))"d 
- u(x))'1 qxy-1) qp, 
j qxy-l) qy) dy = j EJy) dy J, S(xky-l) dk 
= E(x) j ET,(y) S(y) dy < c&(x). 
From this our assertion follows immediately. 
COROLLARY. Let f, g E V(G). Th en the convolution product f *g 
lies in W(G). Moreover (f, g) -+ f *g is a continuous mapping of 
%7(G) x V(G) into V(G). 
This is an easy consequence of the above lemma. 
A distribution T on G is said to be K-finite if both left and right 
translates of T by elements of K span a finite-dimensional space. 
We recall that a K-finite and s-finite distribution is an analytic 
function [13, Lemma 331. 
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A continuous function f on G is said to satisfy the weak inequality 
if there exist numbers c, r >, 0 such that 
THEOREM 1. Let T be a tempered distribution on G which is K-finite 
and s-jinite. Then T is an analytic function and it satis$es the weak 
inequality. 
We note that both Theorem 9 and Lemma 65 of [15] are special 
cases of the above theorem. 
By [ 15, Theor. 11 we can choose 01~ , 01~ E Ccm(G) such that 
T = (Ye * T = T * a2 . Put pi(x) = ai(x-‘) (X E G, i = 1, 2). Then 
T(f) = T(f ‘) where f' = /I1 t f * flz (f E C,“(G)). It is clear that 
given g, , g, E 8 and r > 0, we can choose c > 0 such that 
for all f c C,“(G). S ince T is tempered and T(f) = T(f ‘), we conclude 
that there exist numbers c, r > 0 such that 
I T(f)1 < c sup If I 9-v + 0)’ (f E Ccm(W 
Clearly this implies that 
s 
1 T(x)1 9(x)(1 + u(x))-’ dx < c. 
G 
On the other hand T * a2 = T. Hence 
Therefore 
where 
I T(y)1 < ~1 j I T(y4I W(l -t +j)-'dx 
This shows that 
cl = SUP I p2 I E-1(1 + ujr. 
I T(Y)/ G cl j I WI E(y-lx)(l + ++j)- dx, 
< 41 + u(y))T j I +)I B(y-lx)(l + u(x))-’ dx. 
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But since T is K-finite, we can choose a finite subset F of Q(K) such 
that4 
Hence 
T(y) = j +(k) T(k-ly) dk. 
K 
I T(y)1 d 41 + 4~))' j I +)I B(y-lkx)(l + 4W dx dk 
GxK 
= 4 + 4Y)Y E(Y) (Y E Gh 
from the doubling principle. Here c2 = cr sup j aF / and ca = czc. 
15. THE SPACE V(G, V) 
Let V be a complex locally convex space and Y(V) the set of all 
continuous seminorms on V. Often it is convenient to write 
1 v Is = S(U) for s E Y(V) and v E V. 
Now suppose V is Hausdorff and complete and r is a representation 
of G on V [15, Sect. 21. We say that 7r is differentiable if (1) every 
element of V is differentiable under r and (2) for any g E 6, n(g) is 
a continuous endomorphism of V. 
Let G, be an open set in G and Cm(GO, V) the space of all C” 
functions from G, to V. Put 8 (*) = Q @ Q and regard it as an 
associative algebra under the multiplication given by 
(91 Og2) . (g, Og4) =gag, o&w4 (gi E 6, 1 ,( i 5; 4). 
Then Cm(G,, , V) becomes a left B(2)-module as follows. Let 
f~ C”(G, , V) and gi E 6 (i = 1,2). Then f’ = (g, @ ga)f is given 
by (see [12, p. 4591) 
f(x) = fkl l xi g&J @ E Go). 
For s E Y(V), D E 6t2) and r E R, put 
s,,,(f) = S”GP I Df Is E-V + 4-’ (f E W’S 3 v>>. 
Let V(G,, , V) d enote the space of all f E Cm(G, , V) such that 
sD,r(f) < co for all s, D and r. We introduce the structure of a locally 
convex space in %‘(G, , V) by means of the seminorms .s~,~ (s E Y(v), 
D E W2), Y E R). 
4 oiF = xaEF q in the notation of [15, Sect. 51. 
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Let M be a differentiable manifold (not necessarily connected) and 
C,“(M, V) the space of all C”-functions from M to Y with compact 
support. We topologize it in the usual way. If Q, = (Difisl is a scattered 
family of differential operators on M and s E P(V), then we put 
s&f) = c SUP I W Is 
ie1 
The seminorms se define the structure of a locally convex space in 
C,“(M, V). One proves as usual that the spaces Ccm(AI, V) and 
W(G, , V) are Hausdorff and complete. Moreover the inclusion 
mapping C,,““(G, , V) into V(G, , V) is continuous. 
LEMMA 1. C,“(G, V) is dense in %?(G, V). 
This can be proved as in [15, Sect. 131 but the following proof is 
better. For any t > 0, let G, denote the set of all x E G with U(X) < t 
and let 5, be the characteristic function of G, . Fix (Y E Ccm(G) such 
that 
and put 
Choose a > 0 such that Supp iy C G, . 
LEMMA 2. 
Ut(4 = 1 0 if u(x) < t - 2a, 1 if u(x) > t + 2a. 
forxEGandg,,g,ECt?. 
This follows from the definition of ub . 
Now fix f E V(G, V) and put 
ft = (1 - %>f = (a * ft * 4f* 
Then ff E C,“(G, V) and one proves easily from the above lemma 
(see [15, p. 271) thatf,*fin V(G, V) as t-+ co. 
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LEMMA 3. K-jkite elements are dense in both Cca(G, V) and 
g(G, V). 
This is proved in the same way as [15, Lemmas 9 and 161. 
For f E %7(G) and 2: E V, let f @ v denote the function 
from G to V. Then f @ z, E V(G, V). In this way we get an injection 
of %7(G) @ V into V(G, V) and we may thus regard V(G) @ V as 
a subspace of V(G, V). S imilarly C,“(G) @ V C Ccm(G, V). 
LEMMA 4. Ccm( G) @ V is dense in @T(G, V). 
First suppose G is compact. Then G = K and V(G, V) = Cm(K, V). 
It is obvious that every K-finite element of C”(K, V) is in Cm(K) @ V. 
Hence our assertion follows in this case from Lemma 3. 
On the other hand we have the following general result. 
LEMMA 5. If M is a dzgerentiable manifold, then C,“(M) @ V is 
dense in Ccm(M, V). 
Assuming this it follows from Lemma 1 that Ccm(G) @ V is dense 
in +?(G, V). 
Let J denote the compact Lie group R/Z and I the open subset of J 
obtained by removing the zero element of J. Then I may be identified 
in the natural way with the open interval 0 < t < 1 (t E R). Let Jn 
and P denote the corresponding n-fold Cartesian products. Then by 
the result proved above, Cm(Jn) @ V is dense in Ca(J”, V). From 
this we conclude immediately that C,“(P) @ V is dense in C,m(ln, V). 
Using a partition of unity, it is now clear that C,“(M) @ V is dense 
in Cem(M, V). (Th is p roof was pointed out to me by L. Hormander.) 
16. THE MAPPING f +fcp) 
Let P = MAN be a psgp of G. If s E Y(V) and f E %?(G, V), it 
follows from Lemma 10.2 that 
-N I .f(xn)l. dn -c ~0 i (x E G). 
Therefore since V is complete, we can define 
(x E G). 
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Using Corollary 2 of Lemma 10.2, it is easy to verify that fp lies in 
C”‘(G, I’) and one can differentiate inside the integral sign. 
Put 3 = m + a and let pp = ys/s denote the usual isomorphism of 
3 into sMMI [12, p. 4741. (3M is the center of’%.) 
LEMMA 1. For f E %( G, V), put 
f (~ymu) - : ep’lo~QlfP(ma) (m E M, a E A), 
where p = pp . Then .f tp) E %‘(MA, V) and f-f fp) is a continuous 
mapping of %(G, V) into %?(MA, V). Moreover 
(2cf)“’ = I*p(Z)f(P) 
f OY ,” E 3. 
This is a simple consequence of Lemma 10.2 and the definition 
of pp (see [15, Sect. 151). 
Let *P = *M *A *N be a psgp of M and P’ = M’A’N’ the 
corresponding psgp of G so that P’ C P (see Lemma 6.1). Fix a E A 
and put g(m) = f cp)(ma) ( m E A!). It is clear that g E ‘+?(M, V). 
LEMMA 2. g’*P)(*m *a) =f(P’)(*m *a * a) for *m E *M, *a E *A. 
Since M’ = *M, A’ = *A * A and N’ = *N * N, this is an easy 
consequence of the definitions. 
17. THE FUNCTION ‘F, 
Let A be a B-stable Cartan subgroup of G. Let PI denote the set 
of all positive imaginary roots of (g, a) (under some order). Put 
and 
‘d&4 = fl (1 - L~u-~)) (a E A), 
&PI 
‘FfA(a) = ‘F,(a) = ‘O,(a) d+(a) S,,, f(@) &* (a E A n G’), 
R 
forf l %?(G, V), w h ere A+ is defined as in Section 8. Since G = KG@, 
it follows from [15, Sect. 17, Theor. 51 that this integral is well defined. 
THEOREM 1. Let A’(I) be the set of all a E A such that t&u) # 1 
for every singular imaginary root oi of (g, a). Then f -+ ‘Fj defines a 
continuous mapping of %(G, V) into %(A’(I), V). 
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This means, in particular, that for anyf E %?(G, V), the function ‘Ft 
has a (unique) continuous extension on A’(1) which lies in $?(A’@), V). 
(Here A’(1) is to be regarded an open subset of A and the space 
%‘(A’(.Z), Y) is then defined as in Sect. 15.) 
We proceed by induction on dim G. First assume aR # (01. Fix 
P E g(As). Then P = MAJ?. Put 
and g, =fo’). Then we conclude easily (see Lemma 8.2 and [15, 
Theor. 51) that 
‘Ff(a) = J‘ M gf(a”) dm. 
Now if aR does not lie in the center of g, dim(MA,) < dim G. Since 
f+f is obviously a continuous endomorphism of %?(G, V), our 
assertion follows by applying the induction hypothesis to MA, . 
The case when as # (01 and as lies in the center of g, presents no 
trouble (see [75, p. 361). So we may now assume that as = (01. We 
write B instead of A, in this case. 
Let %;. = %7&G, V) denote the space Ccm(G, Y) with the topology 
induced on it from %?(G, V). For any s E 9’(V) and f E V(G, V), put 
where ‘a = ‘A,. It follows from [15, Theor. 51, that u, is a continuous 
seminorm on %?(G, V). On the other hand, it follows from elementary 
arguments that for f E %s , ‘Ff is a C”-function on B’ = B n G’. 
LEMMA 2. Gtien u ~G(lt,) and s E 9’(V), we can choose a j%&e 
number of elements x1 ,..., zN 62 3 szcclz that 
This is proved in the same way as [12, Lemma 431. 
Applying Hahn-Banach theorem, we conclude from [12, Lemma 401 
that ‘Ft extends to a C”-function on B’(I) (f~ %J. Since V,, is dense 
in %(G, V) and +Z(B’(I), V) is complete, the assertion of Theorem 1 
is now obvious from [15, Theor. 51, if we recall that B C K. 
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It is now clear that we can define F,” as in Section 8 for f E %( G, iv). 
LEMMA 3. The statement of Theorem 9.1 remains true for 
f E %‘(G, V). 
This is obvious from Theorem 1. 
Put 
where 01 runs over all positive roots of (9, a). Define 
and let u -+ U’ denote the automorphism of 2I such that H’ = 
H -t- p,(H) (H E a). Finally put y = ysla (see Sect. 11). 
LEMMA 4. For any ff Ce(G, V), PY’ %,+A extends to a continuous 
function on A. moreover ‘F$ = y(x) ‘FfA (z E 3). 
This is obvious from Theorem 1 and [12, Sect. 221. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose a is f~~dumental in g. Then there exists a 
constant c # 0 such that 
T/(1; 727’) = cf(1) 
for all f E %‘(G, V). 
This is clear (see 115, p. 471). 
18. CUSP FORMS 
Let g be the set of all psgps P of G with prk P > 1. We denote 
by %?(G, V) the space of all f E V(G, V) such that f’ = 0 for all 
P E 9. Then W(G, V) is a closed subspace of %(G, V) which is stable 
under left and right translations of G. An element f E %f(G, V) is 
called a cusp form if f E OV(G, V). 
THEOREM 1. Every 3-Jinite function in W(G, V) is a cusp form. 
Moreover OV(G, V) = (01 unless rank G = rank K. 
Let f be a s-finite function in W(G, V). Fix P = MAN in 8. 
Since &‘$l is a finite module over pp(3), we conclude from 
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Lemma 16.1 that f(” is 3,&U-finite. Fix m E M. Then the function 
g : a +f’yma) (a~4 
is ‘%-finite and it lies in V(A, V) (Lemma 16.1). But dim A = 
prk P > 1 and so it follows by standard arguments [15, p. 761 that 
g = 0. This shows thatf tP) = 0 and thereforefcP)(l) = 0. Replacing 
f by a left translate off, we conclude that f P = 0. This proves that f 
is a cusp form. 
Fix a e-stable fundamental Cartan subgroup A of G. If rank G > 
rank K, then dim A, > 1. Fix a psgp P = iWARN in 9(AR). Then 
if fczO%?(G, V), f' = 0. H ence we conclude (see Lemma 8.3 and 
Sect. 17) that ‘F? A = 0. But then it follows from Lemma 17.5 that 
f(l) = 0. Replacingf by a left translate off, we conclude that f = 0. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Now assume that rank G = rank K. Fix a compact Cartan sub- 
group B of G (B C K). Let B* denote the set of all irreducible 
characters of B and (b*, b) the value of b* at b (b* E B*, b E B). Let 
log b* denote the linear function p on b given by 
(b*, exp H) = Deb (H E b), 
where d(b*) = (b*, l} is the degree of b*. We put h(b*) = p + p and 
w(b*) = +(b*)). 
Here p = p1 (see Sect. 17). 
LEMMA 2. Let f E ‘%?(G, V). Then ‘Ff = ‘FIB lies in %‘(B, V) and 
‘F,(b) = c p*, ‘I;r)@*, b) (6 E B). 
Here 
(b*, ‘Ff) = j conj(b*, b) . ‘F,(b) db, 
B 
and db is the normalized Haar measure on the compact group B. 
To prove the first statement we apply Lemma 17.3 and observe that 
F,a = 0 since f is a cusp form. Since ‘Fr is a class-function on the 
compact group B, the rest is obvious. 
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COROLLARY. 
'F,(b; w') = 1 w(b*)(b*, 'F,)(b*, b) 
b*eB* 
for f E OV(G, V) and b E B. 
This follows immediately by differentiation. 
Let B*’ be the set of all b* E B* such that w(b*) # 0. Also let L’ 
be the set of all h(b*) (b* E B*‘). For any h EL’, let qA(G, V) denote 
the set of all f E %(G, V) such that 
zf = 74” : 4f (z E 31, 
where y = ~s/b and 7(x : h) is the value of y(x) at A, regarded as a 
polynomial function on the dual of b, . 
THEOREM 3. Every ~-finite function in V(G, V) can be written 
as a finite sum of functions in 9ZA(G, V) (A EL’). 
It will be enough to prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Let x be a homomorphism of 3 into C, Nan integer > 1 
andf an element in %‘(G, V) such that 
(z - X(4)“f = 0 k E 3). 
Then we can choose X EL’ such that f E V,,(G, V). 
We know that 
‘FZf = y(z)’ e ‘Ff (z E 3). 
Hence we conclude from the corollary of Lemma 2 that 
0 = be~Bew(b*)(b*> ‘F&b*, b) (y(z : b*) - x(z>)“, 
for b E B. Here ~(2 : b*) = y( x : h(b*)). Put xa*(z) = y(z : b*). Then 
it is clear from the above relation that 
(b*, ‘Ff) = 0 (b* E B*‘), 
unless xa* = x. Therefore 
0 = C w(b*)(b*, ‘F,)(b*, b) (y&z : b”) - x(z)) 
b*EB* 
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for x E 3 and b E B. Now fix x E 3 and put f0 = (z - x(z))5 Then 
it is clear that 
w’ - ‘f& = 0, 
and thereforef,(l) = 0 (L emma 17.5). Replacingf by a left translate 
off, we conclude that f. = 0. This proves that 
zf = x(4f (XE3). 
Now suppose x # xa* for every b* E B*‘. Then we conclude as 
above that 
w’ - ‘Ff = 0, 
and therefore f (1) = 0. Again replacing f by a left translate off, we 
conclude that f = 0. This proves the lemma. 
19. DEFINITION OF THE EISENSTEIN INTEGRAL 
By a double representation T of K on V, we mean a pair (or , TV) 
where or is a left representation and ~a a right representation of K 
on V (see [15, Sect. 21) and or commutes with us (k, , k, E K) 
as linear transformations on V. We write dim T  = dim V and say 
that 7 is differentiable if both T1 , TV are differentiable (see Sect. 15). 
Often it is convenient to drop subscripts and write T(kl) wT(k,) instead 
of T1(kl) WT2(kz) (k, , A, E K, v E V), A continuous function f: G -+ V 
is said to be T-spherical (or of type T) if 
f(&&) = +)f(X)T(&) (h,, h, E K x E G). 
We shall assume from now on that 7 is differentiable. Let C”(G, T) 
and V(G, T) be the spaces of all T-spherical functions in C”(G, y) 
and ??(G, V) respectively. Put OV(G, T) = %?(G, T) n O%?(G, V). 
Let P = MAN be a psgp of G. We denote by TM the restriction 
of T on K, = K n M. Given 4 E C”(M, TM), we extend it to a 
function on G by setting 
+(kman) = T(k) 4(m) (k E K, m E hi’, a E A, n E N). 
Since K n P = K, , this extension is well defined and is a C”- 
function. For any v E a,*, put 
E(P:$:v:x) =E(~:v:x) 
= s K +(xk) T(k-l) exp{((- I)% - pP) (H,(xk))} dk 
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for x E G and 4 E C”(M, TV). For a fixed $, it is a (Y-function from 
ac* x G to I’, which is holomorphic in V. We call it the Eisenstein 
integral. (The important case ‘is when rj E O%(M, T,,,).) 
Put p = pp in the notation of Lemma 16.1. Then for any z E 3, 
p(z) E 3.+,‘Q N 3M @ K Hence we may regard p(x) as a polynomial 
function on a,* with values in 3,+, . Let ~“(2 : V) denote the value of 
this function at v E a,*. 
LEMMA 1. E(+:v: x; z) = E(p(x : (- l)ljZ v) 4 : v : x) for cj E 
P(M, TV), v E a,*, x E G and z E 3. 
This is a simple consequence of the definition of t.~ and E(+ : v). 
It follows from this lemma that if + is an eigenfunction of 3,+, , 
then E(+ : v) is an eigenfunction of 3. 
20. A CHARACTERISTIC PROPERTY OF E 
We say that 7 is unitary if there exists a positive-definite, con- 
tinuous hermitian form H on V which is invariant under 7. Put 
~i;Jrt;~~l.u;~u;~~~ ;I = (u, u)l” (u, v E V). This defines a pre- 
1 
Assume T is unitary, h = MAN is a psgp of G and f E V(G, T). 
Then we writefP N 0 if 
I M ke>, fW4> dm = 0 
for all + E V(M, T,,,,) and a E A. H ere the scalar product is in V and 
it follows from Lemma 16.1 that the integral is well defined. 
LEMMA 1. Let f be an element in %(G, T) such that f p - 0 for 
every psgp P of G. Then f = 0. 
This follows by an easy induction on dim G if we make use of 
Lemma 16.2. 
LEMMA 2. Fix a psgp P = MAN of G and f E %(G, T). Then 
f' -0ifandonlyif 
s G W’:4 : v  : x), f(x)) dx = 0 
for all 4 E @%?(kf, TV) and v E a*. 
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Put p = pP . Then it is clear that 
s 1 E(P : + : v  : x)1 1 f(x)/ dx G = s 1 $(m)l 1 f(man)l ep(l”ga) dm da dn < co MXAXN 
from Lemma 10.2. Therefore we conclude that 
I G (E(P : + : v  : x), f(x)) dx 
=z (4(m), f(P)(712a))e-(-1)“pv(10ga) dm da. 
SinceftP) E V(MA, TV) (Lemma 16.1) our assertion is obvious. 
21. THE CONSTANT TERM 
A function f: G -+ V is said to satisfy the weak inequality if for 
every s E Y(V), we can choose r > 0 such that 
sup If(x S(x)-l(l + u(x))-' < co. 
XOG 
Given V and T as in Section 19, we denote by &(G, T) the space 
of all f E C”(G, T) satisfying the following two conditions. 
(1) f is s-finite. 
(2) For every D E 8 @), Of satisfies the weak inequality. 
Remark. If dim T < co, it follows from [15, Theor. l] that it is 
enough to assume the weak inequality for f itself (see [ 15, Lemma 481). 
Let P = MAN be a psgp. Put 
dp(x) = &X(a)) (x E G), 
where p = pP and H(x) = HP(x). Let a be a variable element in A. 
We say that a -+ co if there exists a number E > 0 such that 
(1) ol(log a) > EU(~) and (2) ol(log a) + + co for every root a of (P, A). 
(If P = G, the statement a +p cc means that a varies freely in A.) 
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THEOREM 1. Given f E &(G, T), there exists a unique element 
fp E Se(MA, TV) such that 
for m E MA. 
In particular fc = f. We call fp the constant term off along P. 
Before giving a proof, we state some important properties of the 
mappingf +fp . 
Let *P = *M *A *N be a psgp of M and P’ = M’A’N’ the 
corresponding psgp of G so that (Lemma 6.1) 
M’ z *M,A’ = “A .A,N’= *N.N. 
LEMMA 1. Fix f E &‘(G, T), a E A and put 
g(m) = fPb4 (m E M). 
Then g E &(M, -rM) and 
Moreover 
and 
g,P(*m) = f~,(*d (*m E *M*A). 
GaP = ppLp(4fP (2 E 31, 
fpk(mk) = +)fp(m) ++) (m E MA, k E K). 
Here the analogy with the results of Section 16 is obvious. 
Let U, V, W be three locally convex Hausdorff spaces. By a pairing 
of U, V into W we mean a continuous bilinear mapping (u, v) I+ u - v 
of U x V into W. 
LEMMA 2. A bilinear mapping of U x V into W is continuous if 
and only if the following condition holds. Given s E Y(W), we can 
choose s1 E Y(U), s2 E 9’(V) such that 
for all u E U, v E V. 
This is immediate. 
Now suppose U, V, W are complete and we are given a pairing of 
U, V into W. Moreover suppose we are also given differentiable 
double representations TV , T" , Tw of R On u, v, w, respectively. 
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We assume that these representations are compatible, which means 
that 
for K E K, u E U, v E V. Fix iy E V(G, T”), f~ d(G, TV) and define 
4 = 01 *;f by the integral 
4(x) = Jo +3+) *f(r) dY (x E G). 
It follows immediately from Lemma 14.2 that 4 E &(G, TV). 
THEOREM 2. Let P = MAN be a psgp of G and suppose 
01 E V(G, TV) and f E &(G, TV). Then (Y *f E xZ(G, TV) and 
Here the convolution on the left is over G and on the right over 
MA. Since c#) E V(MA, (7~)~) (Lemma 16.1) and fp E &(MA, (T~)~), 
the convolution c&P) * fp is well defined. 
The uniqueness in Theorem 1 is an immediate consequence of the 
following simple result. 
LEMMA 3. Fix g E &(MA, T,,,,), m E MA, HE a and suppose that 
g(m exp tH) -+ 0 weakly in V as t + + co. Then g(m) = 0. 
Fix a continuous linear function h on V. It would be enough to 
show that A(g(m)) = 0. Put 
F(t) = h(g(m exp tH)) (t E R). 
Since g is %-finite, F satisfies a differential equation of the form 
1 cidjF/dtj = 0, 
0<gz, 
where cj E C and cp = 1. Moreover we can choose c, 4 >, 0 such that 
IWl < 41 f I t I)” (t E R). 
This follows from the weak inequality. Therefore we conclude that 
F(t) = c p&)&l)‘%~, 
lQ$T 
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where p, are polynomials and vi E R. We may assume that v1 ,..., vr 
are all distinct. Since F(t) -+ 0 as t -+ + co, we conclude (see [8, 
Sect. 151) that pi = p, = 0.. = p, = 0. This proves that X(g(m)) = 
F(0) = 0. 
22. THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS FOR Q(f) 
We shall now begin the proof of Theorem 21.1. 
For any s E Y(V), r E R and D E 6t2), define (as in Sect. 15) 
sD,Jf) = sop I Of I. E-l(1 + +’ (f~ C”(G, V)). 
If F is a finite subset of Ot2), put 
Fix an ideal U in 3 such that dim 3/U < 00 and let &(G, 7, U) 
denote the set of ail f E .zZ(G, T) such that uf = 0 for all u E U. 
Let Ye(V) denote the set of all s E Y(V) such that 
for all k, , k, E K and z1 E V. For any s E Y(V), define 
sot4 = k$?JPtK I +4 M2)Is (v E V). 
Since K is compact, it is clear (see [15, p. 51) that so E Y”“(V). There- 
fore the set Y”“(V) of seminorms is equivalent to Y(V). 
Fix a psgp P = MAN of G and a minimal psgp PO = M,A,N, 
contained in P. Then A C A, C Ml = MA. Put 
where Kl = KM = K n M and A,+ is defined as in Section 6. Since 
any two such subgroups PO are conjugate under Kl (Lemmas 6.1 
and 6.2), the definition of Ml+ is actually independent of the choice 
of PO . Choose co , r. 3 0 such that 
d,(m) 3(m) < co9,(m)(l + o(m))?l 
for m E Ml+ (see [15, p. 631) and put 
BP(H) = itf a(H) (HE a), 
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where 01 runs over all roots of (P, A). (If P = G, we define & = 0.) 
Moreover let 
lb> Y)l = (1 + 4x)> (1 + 4Y)) (x, Y E G). 
LEMMA 1. Fix g, , g, E 8 and X E n. Then we can choose a jinite 
subset F of @5t2) with the following property: 
Mm4 {I f(gJ ; mai g2)l, + I f(gl ; ma; W%41s3 
< SF,(f) s,(m) j(m, a)lr0+re-8p(10sa) 
and 
444 I Jk, ; m; g2)ls G +,Af) ~dm)(l + +9Yo+r 
for all s E Y”“(V), f E ,02(G, T), m E Ml+, a E Cl A+ and r > 0. 
We can write m = k,la,k, (k, , k, E Ki , a, E CZ A,+). Then 
ma = k,‘hk, where h = a,a E CZ A,+. Therefore 
f(glX ; ma; g2) = ~(k,l) f(gp ; h; Xh-‘kl * gka) I, 
and 
f(g, ; ma; Yg2) = ~(k;‘) f(g? . Ynk2 ; h; gp) +h,), 
where Y = 0(X). The proof now goes through in the same way as 
in [15, Sect. 281. 
Put 3l = Qw’i!l and U1 = 3+4U) where p = t,+ (see Sect. 16). Since 
3i is a finite module over p(3) [12, Lemma 211, dim 3,/U, < 00. We 
regard 31* = 3JUl as a left &-module. Let *31 be the space dual to 
31*. Then *3i becomes a right &-module in the usual way. Put 
V = l7 @ *31 . Since dim *sl < co, V is a complete locally convex 
space. Fix elements q1 = 1, 72 ,..., qD in s1 such that their images 
(rll*Y> TV*) form a base for 31*. Let (*vi ,..., *Q) denote the dual 
base for *31. We regard *31 as a Hilbert space with this as an 
orthonormal base. Ifs E 9( I’) and 
v = c v’i @ *vi (Vi 65 v, 
l<i<P 
we put 
s(v) = I v Is = (T I vi 1:y2. 
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By making K act trivially on *& , we get a double representation T 
of K on V. We define a right representation r of 31 on V by 
For any f E &‘( G, 7, U), define 
where 
Then @p(f) lies in Cm(Mr , TV). 
Fix 5 E 3r and consider @(f : m; 0. There exist unique complex 
numbers cij such that 
Put 
lu,(f : m) = 1 Mm; u&J) 0 *7lt Cm E Ml). 
l<i<P 
(We observe that II, = U and ‘u, = 0 in case P = G.) 
LEMMA 2. @(f: m; 5) = @(f : m) r(5) + YC(f : m) for allf E d(G, 
~,U),rn~M~andt:~3~. 
COROLLARY. 
@(f : m exp TH) = @(f : m)errcH) + 
s T YIf(f : 
m exp tH)e(r-t)r(H) dt 
0 
forfE&‘(G,r,ll),mEM,,HEaandTER. 
The proof here is the same as in [15, Sect. 271. 
Put 1(x, X)1 = (1 + o(x))(l + (1 X 11) for x E G and X E g. 
LEMMA 3. Fix 5 E 31 and vu1 , vz E !I$ . Then we can choose a jinite 
subset F of Q(2) such that 
I Ycu,(f: v 1 ; m exp H; vz)js < SF,?(f) s,(m) 1 (m, H)lr+roe-Bp(H) 
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and 
for all f E d(G, T, U), s E Y’““(Y), m E Ml+, H E CZ a+ and Y 3 0. 
This follows from Lemma 1 and the definition of p (see [15, p. 641). 
We recall that *& is a right &-module. For any linear function A 
on a, , let *31(X) d enote the space of all “7 E *& such that 
“7 . (H - h(H))P = 0 (HE a), 
where p = dim *31 . Let Q be the set of all X such that *3,(h) # 0. 
For any X E Q, let E,, denote the projection of *& on *$(A) corre- 
sponding to the direct sum 
*31 = c *3&v. 
AGO 
If T is a linear transformation in *sl , we denote by (( T (1 its Hilbert- 
Schmidt norm. Also we write T on the right and denote the linear 
transformation 1 @ T in V again by T. Then it is easy to verify that 
forsEY(V)andvEV. 
Since 31 is abelian, it is clear that En commutes with r(c) (h EQ, 
5 E 3,). put 
!&(f:m) = @(f:m)E,. 
LEMMA 4. Fix h E Q, H E a and f E d(G, T, U). Then 
c&(f:m exp TH) = @,(f:m)eTrcH) + 
s = PH(f 
: m exp tH)EAe(T-t)r(H) dt 
0 
for mElV, and TER. 
This is obvious from the corollary of Lemma 2. 
Put 
&(H) = 6 evUW - WN (HE a). 
Since E,(r(H) - X(H)) is nilpotent, the following result is obvious. 
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LEMMA 5. We can choose c >, 0 such that 
II -%P)Il d 4 + II HID” 
for hEQ and HEa. 
We say that a variable element x in G remains bounded if it stays 
within a compact set. 
LEMMA 6. Fix v1 , v2 E 93, , X E Q2, H E a+ and suppose5 
cJZWf) + P,(H) > 0. 
Then for any f E d(G, T, II) and s E Y”“(V), the integral 
I m 1 Y,(f : vl ; m exp tH; vz)lS 11 E,eptrcH) 11 dt Cm E Ml) 0 
converges uniformly provided m remains bounded. 
This follows immediately from Lemmas 3 and 5 and [15, 
Lemma 541. 
Fix f, X and H as above and put 
Qn,,,(f : m : H) = $yw Qh(f : m exp TH)e-Tr(H) cm E Ml). 
It follows from Lemmas 4 and 6 that this limit exists and is a C”- 
function from M, to V. In fact 
@d.f : v1 ; m; vp : H) 
= %(f : v1 ; m; 4 + s O2 ‘v,(f : 01 ; 
m exp tH; v2)E,e-tr(H) dt 
0 
LEMMA 7. Fix h E Q and H E a+ and suppose %A(H) > 0. Then 
fDn,Jf : m : H) = 0 Cm E Ml). 
Fix s E P’O(Y). Then 
j @,,(f : m exp TH)e-rrcH) IS 
< 1 @(f : m exp 7’H)lS 11 E,,(- TH)Ij e-rWAtH) + 0 
as T -+ + co from Lemmas 3 and 5. This proves our assertion. 
5 ‘Xc denotes the real part of a complex number c. 
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LEMMA 8. Let HI, H2 E a+, X E Q and suppose 
WJ + PPWi) > 0 (i = 1, 2). 
Then 
tDn,,Jf: m :H,) = QA,Jf: m :H,) (m E WI. 
Put m, = m exp T,H (Tl 3 0) for a fixed m E Ml _ Moreover f 
being kept fixed, we suppress it from the notation whenever con- 
venient. Then 
~D,,(rrz~ exp TzH,)e-T2rW = @*(ml) + Jb’” Y&m, exp t,H,)E,e-WW dt, . 
Hence 
&(m exp( T,H, + TzH,))e-r(TIHl+TPz) 
= @*(rn exp TIH,)e-T~r(%) 
+ Ior’ YH2(m exp(T,H, + tzH,))~~e-r(TIHl+t,H) dt, 
for T, > 0. But if s E Y”“(V), it follows from Lemmas 3 and 5 that 
.F m 1 Y&m exp(T,H, + tzHz))ls // I?,,(-(T,H, + t2H2))j/ e-SXh(T+‘~+tA) dt, 0 
tends to zero as TI 4 + GO. Therefore 
T $rn+= @,,(m exp(T,H, + T2H,))e-r(TPl+TzHz) = @,&m : HI). 
1. 2-+ 
But since the left side is symmetrical in HI , H, , our assertion follows. 
We decompose Q into three disjoint sets Q+, Q” and Q- as folIows. 
Let h E Q. Then 
(1) X E Q+ if ‘iRA(H) > 0 for some H E a+. 
(2) h E Q” if ‘%A(H) = 0 for all HE a. 
(3) AEQ-ifh$Q+uQO. 
We observe that if P = G, then a+ = a, Q- = @ and 
@(m exp H) = @(m)er(H) (mEMr, HEQ). 
Hence we conclude from Lemma 7 that @,, = 0 for X E Q+ in this case. 
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Let (01~ ,..., cy.J be the set of simple roots of (P, A). Then if X EQ-, 
it is clear that we can choose ci > 0 (1 < i < 2) such that 
h(H) = - 1 CiL-i,(H) (HE a). 
Moreover since X $ Q”, it is obvious that 
c = c ci > 0. 
z 
Therefore we can choose 6 (0 < 6 < l/2) such that 
for all h E Q- and H E Cl a+. 
LEMMA 9. Fix h E Q+ and H E a+ such that W(H) + /$(H) > 0. 
Then @,,, Jf : m : H) = 0 and 
@*(f : m exp TH) = - s,” Y&f : m exp tH)E,,e-(t-T)r(H) dt 
Since h E Q+, we can choose Ho E a+ such that %A(H,) > 0. Then 
@+,(m : H) = di,+& : Ho) = 0 
from Lemmas 8 and 7. Therefore 
0 = @,,Jm : H) = QA(m) + joQ yrH(wz exp tH)Ene-tr(H) dt 
for m E Ml . The second assertion follows by replacing m by m exp TH 
in this relation. 
COROLLARY. Suppose ‘&l(H) + (l/2) &.(H) > 0 in the above lemma. 
Then for any s E Y(V) and v1 , v2 E !lN, , 
I@,(f:v, ; m exp TH; vJ[~ 
< e-TBp(H)12 
s 
m I FIdf: v1 ; m exp tH; vz)l s 11 E,,((T - t)H)Il etBpcH)lZ dt 
T  
fog m E M, and T > 0. 
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It is clear that 
I @Ah ; m exp TH; vz)ls 
G s %( H vl ; m exp tH; V& /I E,(( T - t)H)ll e- (t-T)AAw) dt. T  
Therefore since t 3 T and -%ZX(H) < (l/2) pP(H), our assertion 
follows. 
LEMMA 10. Suppose h E Q, H E a+ and %A(H) + (l/2) BP(H) < 0. 
Then 
I @A(f : ‘ul ; m ew TH; v2)ls 
< e-T8p(H)12{l @(f : v1 ; m; v2)ls /I E,(TH)II 
+ jam I yr,l(f : Vl ; m exp tH; v&Is I/ E,((T- t)H)Il etB@)12 dt I 
f orv,,v,~~~~,m~M,,s~Y(V)andT~O. 
This follows from Lemma 4. 
LEMMA 11. Let h E Q- and H E a+. Then 
I @n(f : Vl t m  exp TH; v2)ls 
< e-TG8p(H) 1 @(f : v1 ; m; v2)ls // E,(TH)II 
+ joa I ‘yH(f : v1 ; m exp tH; v& /I E,((T - t)H)jI etBW)lz dt I 
f orv,,z~,~~Jn,,m~M~,s~~(V)andT~0. 
This is proved in the same way as Lemma 10. We have only to 
observe that %A(H) < --6&(H). 
It follows from Lemma 8 that if h EQO and HE a+, then 
QA,,Jf : m : H) (m E Ml) is actually independent of H. (One should 
observe that this remains true when P = G). Hence we may denote 
it by c&+(f: m). 
LEMMA 12. Let h E Q” and H E a+. Then 
@A(f : Vl ; m exp TH; v2) - @Jf : vu1 ; m exp TH; vZ)ln 
a 
< e-TBp(H)/2 
s 
I ul,(f . . vl ; m exp tH; v&I, et8p(H)12 II EA(( T - t)H)/i dt 
0 
f orq,~~~))31~,rn~M,, T>oands~~Y(V). 
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This follows from the fact that 
@Arn(% ; m exp TH, w2) = pb,,(q ; m exp TH; v2) 
+ Jrrn ~ff@Jl ; m exp tH; ZIJE~~-(~-~)~(H) dt. 
Define QAca(f : m) = 0 (m E M,) if X E Q+ U Q-. 
THEOREM 1. Let X E Q and H E a+. Then 
I@*(f: Vl i m exp TH; vJ - Q&f: zll ; m exp TW, v2)lS 
< e-TBep(H) j @(f : w1 ; m; vJl, I/ E,(TH)II 
m exp tH; vz)j, 11 EA((T - t)H /j et@pcrr)jz dt
I 
f OY vl,v2~llJZl, mEMl, T>O andsEY(V). (In case P=G, the 
right side should be replaced by zero.) 
First suppose P = G. Then Q- = .B and @,, = 0 for X E Q+. 
Hence our result follows from Lemma 12 in this case. 
So now assume that P # G and recall that 6 < l/2. Therefore if 
X E Q” u Q-, our assertion follows from Lemmas 11 and 12. On the 
other hand if X E Q+, we can apply Lemma 10 and the Corollary to 
Lemma 9. 
23. THE FUNCTION O(f) 
Now we assume that P # G. Fix a compact set 52 in a+ and choose 
co > 0 such that BP(H) > 2e0 for all H E Sz. Put E = 8~~ . 
LEMMA 1. Given vI , v2 E ‘3X, , we can choose a$nite subset F of CV2) 
such that 
I @n(f : Ul i m exp TH, v2) - anm(f : v1 ; m exp TH; vz)lS 
< sp,r(f)e-~T s,(m)(l + a(m))70+r 
fey all f E &(G, T, II), sEy’(v), ~EQ, mEM,+, HESS, T >,O and 
Y 3 0. 
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This follows immediately from Theorem 22.1 and Lemmas 22.3 
and 22.5. 
On the other hand we have the following result. 
LEMMA 2. For any h E Q and fe &‘(G, T, U), QA,%(f) lies in 
NW 7 TM) and 
@Am(f: m; 5) = @A&f : m) T(5) (m~M1, 5~3J. 
Fix f~ &‘(G, 7, U). We may assume that h E Q” for otherwise 
@Aa = 0. It is obvious that E,, and I’([) commute with the action of K 
on V. Hence di, and therefore also @Am is of type rM. 
Fix 5 E Jjl and HE a+. Then 
~D,,~(rn; LJ = ,“ym @,,(m exp TH; I;)ecTrtH) Cm E Md + 
But 
@,,(m exp TH; 5) = @,,(m exp TH) r(LJ + Yc(m exp TH)EA 
from Lemma 22.2 and 
lim !P<(rn exp TH)EAe-Tr(H) = 0 
T++m 
from Lemmas 22.3, 22.5 and [15, Lemma 541. Therefore 
Q&m; 1) = ?imm @,,(m exp TH)eMTrcH)f([), 
= i&4 W). 
Now put T = 0 in Lemma 1 and apply Lemma 22.3. Then it follows 
without difficulty (see [I 5, p. 691) that !zD,,~ E &(M, , T,,,,). 
COROLLARY. @,+Jm exp H) = Q&m) E,(H) el(H)for m E Ml , HE a. 
Since a C $ , it follows from the above lemma that 
&,(m; H) = Q&m) r(H) (m E Ml , HE a). 
Now fix m and H. Then 
d{@,,(m exp tH)e-tr(H)}/dt = 0 (t E R), 
and therefore 
Qi,,(m exp tH) = @Jm)etrtN). 
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So if we put t = 1 and observe that ~~*(~~ = Q,+,(m) Eh , our 
assertion follows. 
Put 
Then 
where 8$(f) E &(M, , TV)- Since qr = 1, it is clear from Lemma 1 that 
fp = S,(f) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 21.1. (If P = G, we 
take fc = f.) This proves the existence of fp and thus completes the 
proof of Theorem 21.1. 
We can now summarize our results as follows. 
LEMMA 3. Put 
for f E d(G, r, U). Then O(f) has the following properties: 
(1) O(f) E JqJG 3 TM). 
(2) @(f : m; 5) = @(f : m) r(c) (m E M-1, i E 31). 
(3) O(f : m exp H) = o(m) erCH) (m E Ml, HE a). 
(4) Given zll , o2 E %Ruz, , we can choose a jinite subset F of W’ 
such that 
I@(f:v,; m exp TH, v2) - O(f : vl ; m exp TH; v2)l, 
< .~~,~(f)e-~~ BM(m)(l + u(m))‘o+’ 
for all f cz d(G, T, U), s~~~(Y),m~M~f,H~l2andT,r>O. 
(5) @(f 1 = LGi<, %fP 0 *rls - 
(6) @(zf > = A4 @(f I= @(f 1 JW4 (2 f 3 
The first four statements have been proved above. Put d{m) = d,(m) 
(m E Mi) and define the automorphism r) -+ r’ of %X1 by 
Since fp = O,(f), the following result is obvious from (4). 
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LEMMA 4. Given v1 , v2 E !J.Nl , we can choose a finite subset F of 
6(2) such that 
1 dp(m exp TH) f (VI’ ; m exp TH, vz’) - fp(vl ; m exp TH; v2)lS 
< sF,T(f)e-ST XM(m)(l + O(m))rO+T 
for all f E &(G, T, II), s E 9’O( V), m E &II+, H E B and T, r > 0. 
Now 
@(f : m) = d,(m) C f (m; Q’) 0 *Q Cm E Ml). 
i 
Therefore part (5) of Lemma 3 follows from (4) and Lemma 4. To 
prove (6), fix x E 3. Then (see [15, p. I lo]) 
g = z - p(x)’ E ii,B, 
where Ti = e(n). Hence 
flm; 4 =f(m; ~(4’) +f(m;g) Cm E Ml), 
for f E &‘(G, r, U). Now fix m E iPI1 , HE Q and put m, = m exp TH. 
Then 
d&r) f (mr ; ~(4’) - fP(mr ; CL(Z)) -+ 0 
from Lemma 4 and 
h(w) f (mT ; g) + 0 
from Lemma 22.1 as T -+ + co. This proves that (zf)p = p(z) fp 
and therefore part (6) of Lemma 3 follows from (5) and (2). This 
completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
It follows from the Corollary of Lemma 2 that 
O(m exp H) = c @,,W(m) EA(H)e”cH) 
AEQO 
(mEMl, HEa). 
Since fp = B,(f ), the following lemma is obvious. 
LEMMA 5. Fix f E &(G, T). Then we can choose distinct elements 
x 1 ,..., A, E a*, h’nearly independent polynomial functions p, ,..., p, on a, 
and & E &(M, TV) (1 < i < q, 1 < j < s) such that 
fP(ma) = 1 1 &(m) p,(log a)d-1)“2n*(10ga) 
1<2<g l<j<S 
formEMandaEA. 
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We now come to the proof of Lemma 21.1. We may obviously 
assume that P # G, *P # M and P’ 3 P,, . Since a’ = *a + a, we 
can select *H, E *a+, Ha E a+ such that *H, + (l/2) H,, E a’+. Choose 
compact neighborhoods *Q and Q of *II, and Ho in *a+ and a+, 
respectively, such that 
*Q + $0 C a’+. 
Fix m’ c M’A’, *HE*&?, HEQ and put H’= *H+H, m,‘= 
m’ exp tH’. Then H’ E a’+ and 
&h’)fh’) - fP+t’) - 0 
as t -+ + co, by the definition of fP, . On the other hand M’A’ C MA 
and we can choose to >, 0 such that 
mt = m’ exp f( *H + (1/2)H) E (WA’)+ C MI+ 
for t > to . Moreover m,’ = m, exp tH,2. Fix s E Y”“(V). Then by 
Lemma 4, we can choose c, Y > 0 and E > 0 such that 
I 4(mt’)f(mt’) -fdm,l)L < cE,& exp t *ff)(l + +Q))Q+ 
for t > to . Now fix a E A as in Lemma 21.1 and let m’ = *mu where 
*m E *M * *A. Then 
44m,‘) = b(mt’)&(*mt), 
where *m, = *m exp t *H. Therefore 
I dp,(mt’)f(mt’) - b(*mt)fp(mi)ls G cb(*mt) ~d*mt)(l + 4mt))re-‘t 40 
as t --t + co. (This is an easy consequence of (2) of Lemma 10.1.) 
This shows that 
f~(m,‘) - b(*mt) f&t’) - 0. 
On the other hand 
fp(m,‘) = c &j( *m,> $Q(log a + tH)e(-l”‘*~i(‘oga+tH) 
i,j 
from Lemma 5. Moreover, again by Lemma 4, we can choose 
cr , t, 3 0 and e1 > 0 such that 
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for t > t, and all i, j. Hence we conclude from Lemma 21.3 that 
fp,(m’) = c &* *p( *m)pii(H(ml))e(-l)l’zAi(~(~,)), 
iA 
= g*p( *m), 
since H(m’) = HP(&) = 1 o a. This proves the first statement of g 
Lemma 21.1. The second has already been proved above and the 
third is obvious from the uniqueness in Theorem 21.1. 
24. PROOF OF THEOREM 21.2 
We shall now begin the proof of Theorem 21.2. We may assume 
that P # G. Put ii = 0(n) and Q = G(p,) where p = m + a + ii. 
Then ii,$I is a two-sided ideal in !J! and 
where the sum is direct. Define the automorphism u + U’ of 1151, as 
in Section 23 and let v -+ ‘v denote its inverse. We can extend these 
uniquely to homomorphisms q --+ q’ and q -+ ‘q of 5JJ into 9JIJ1, with 
kernel ii,!& 
For anyfe &(G, T), we extend fp to a function on G as follows: 
.f~@‘@ = +)fp(m) (K E K, m E Ml , n E N). 
LEMMA 1. Let Q be a compact set in G and fix f E d(G, r), q E p, 
g E iiJ5 and s E Y”“(V). Then 
and 
lim sup 1 d,(xa)f(xa; q) -fp(xa; ‘q)ls = 0 
a-am 24 
P 
lim sup 1 d,(xa)f(xa; g)j, = 0. 
“f” xER 
Let x= kmn (kEK, mEAIl, n E N). Since 52 is compact, there 
exist compact sets Sz, , Sz, in MI , N, respectively, such that m E Q, 
andnEQNforxEQ. LetvE%$.Then 
< d,(m) If(mna; 4 -f(ma; v)ls + I d&4 f(w 4 -f&w ‘4L I 
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Put n, = exp tX (t E R) where X = log n E n. Then 
f(mna; w) - f(ma; w) = S:f(mntu; Xa-’ . w) dt. 
Since m, n, (0 < t < 1) and X remain bounded (as x varies in Sz), it 
follows from standard arguments (see [15, Lemma 491) that we can 
choose c, r >, 0 such that 
] f(mnu; w) - f(ma; w)ls < Ce-BP(loga) E(a)(l + a(a))r 
for x E Sz and a E A+. Since 
e-Dp(l”ga)dp(u) E(u)( 1 + ~(a))~ + 0 
as a +p 00, we conclude that 
I f(mnu; v) - f(ma; w)Is - 0 
as a -+p CC uniformly for m E Q, , n E Q, . On the other hand 
lim sup 1 d,(mu) f(mu; U) - fp(mu; ‘v)ls = 0 
a-am rnPs2, 
P 
from Lemma 23.4. This shows that the first assertion of our lemma 
is true when q EYII, . 
On the other hand if X E ii and g, E 8, then 
f(xu; Xg,) = f(JP ; %a; 8,) 
and X” -+ 0 as a --tp CO. By the same argument as used above, this 
implies that 
lim sup 1 dp(xu)f(xu; Xgo)is = 0. 
a+m XEs2 
P 
Since p = 501, + It,!@ the rest is obvious. 
We now use the notation of Theorem 21.2. 
COROLLARY. Suppose a E Ccm(G, TV) and f E d(G, Q). Then 
(a *f)p = cd(P) * fp . 
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Let 4 = cx *f. Then 
z-z s a(mn) . f(n-lm-lx) dm dn. MlXN 
Therefore if m, E Ml and a E A, 
d&w) Mb4 = S, XN d,(m) cu(mn) . d,(m-lm,a)f(n-lm-lm,u) dm dn. 
1 
Now put t,b = cJp) * fp . Then 
~hl4 = JMl @j(m) . fp(m-lm,a) dm, 
zz 
s 
d,(m) a(mn) * fp(m-lm,,u) dm dn. 
IUIXN 
Therefore 
= J d,(m) a(mn) . {dp(m-lmOu)f(n-lm-lm,,a) - fp(n-lm-lm,,a)) dm dn M,XN 
as a --tP co from Lemma 1. This proves that # = & . 
Fix f E &(G, q,) and for any a E V(G, TV), put fa = a *f. 
LEMMA 2. Fix s E Y(W) and a $nite subset F of oit2). Then we can 
choose a number r > 0 and a continuous seminorm v on %?(G, U) such 
that 
SF&U) G 44 
for all 01 E %?(G, TV). 
It is enough to prove this when F consists of a single element 
g, @ g, (g, , g, E 6). It follows from Lemma 14.2 that 
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By Lemma 21.2 we can choose sr E sP( U), ss E 9(V) such that 
S(U * 4 < Sl(U) St(V) (u E Ii, 2, E V). 
Also fix r 3 0 such that 
:g I f(x; &?)I, qx)Y(l + 4w < 03. 
Then by Lemma 14.2 we can choose c, rl 2 0 such that 
for all o( E %(G, TV) and x E G. Here 
+4 = c 2; I 4g1 iY)ls, ~W(l + 4Y))‘l- 
This implies that 
Since v is a continuous seminorm on %?(G, U), the lemma is proved. 
We observe that $?(G, 7”) is a closed subspace of %?(G, U). 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose 01-+ 0 in %(G, TV). Then 
%0-U) - 0 
for all Y suficiently large and positive. 
This is obvious. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose cy. -+ 0 in %?(G, TV). Then (f& + 0 point- 
wise on MA. 
Let U be the set of all z E 3 such that zf = 0. Then U is an ideal 
in 3 of finite codimension and fa E &(G, T w  , u) for all 01 E g(G, T”). 
Now fix m E Ml+ and let 01--t 0. Then it follows from the above 
Corollary and (4) of Lemma 23.3 that 
1 @(f= : m) - O(fu : m)ls --f 0. 
On the other hand it is obvious from Lemma 22.1 and Corollary 1 
above that 
I @(.L : 41s - 0. 
Hence we conclude that O(f= : m) -+ 0. 
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Now fix m, E Ml. Then we can choose H E a+ such that 
m = m, exp H E Mi+. But by Lemma 23.3, 
O(fa : m,) = O(fa : my-(H', 
and so we conclude from the above result that 
O(f& : rn”) + 0. 
In view of (5) of Lemma 23.3, this implies our assertion. 
Now we come to the proof of Theorem 21.2. It follows easily from 
Lemma 15.1 that Ccm(G, TV) is dense in Y(G, TV). Fix o( E %?(G, TV) 
and let p be a variable element in C,“(G, T”) such that fi -+ o(. Then 
by Corollary 2 of Lemma 2, 
pointwise on MA. Put & = (f& . Then we conclude from the 
Corollary of Lemma 1 that 
Nowfp E &(M, , (T~)~) and by Lemma 16.1, 
in %(A!,, (T~)~). Therefore 
M%> = J-Ml a(P)(m) . fp(m-lm,) dm 
from Lemma 14.2. This shows that (f& = &‘) * fp and so Theo- 
rem 21.2 is proved. 
Remark. If 01 E V(G, TV) and f E d(G, Ty , one can show that ) 
(f* a)p = fp * a(P), 
where P = B(P). Put f(x) =f(x-1). Then it is easy to see that 
(J)P(d =fi+-') (m EMA), 
and our result follows from Theorem 21.2 by a formal argument, 
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25. MORE ABOUT CUSP FORMS 
LEMMA 1. Suppose f is an element in &(G, r) such that fp = 0 for 
every psgp P of G with prk P > 1. Then f E “V( G, T). 
If prk G > 0, then f = fc = 0. Hence we may assume that 
prk G = 0. In view of Theorem 18.1 it would be enough to show 
that f E %‘(G, T). But this is an easy consequence of Lemma 23.4. 
Now assume T is unitary (see Sect. 20). Then if f E .d(G, T), we 
write fP - 0 if 
s M (444, .f~hN dm = 0 
for all + E O%?(M, TV) and a EA. (Since fp E&(MA, TV), it follows 
from Lemma 14.2 that this integral is well defined.) 
LEMMA 2. Let f be an element in &(G, T) such that fp - 0 for 
every psgp P of G. Then f = 0. 
This follows by an easy induction on dim G if we make use of 
Lemmas 1 and 21.1. 
COROLLARY. Let do(G, T) be the space of all f E .&‘(G, T) such that 
f,, - 0 for all psgps P of G with prk P 3 1. Then .do(G, T) is the space 
of all <+$nite functions in O%?(G, T). 
We may again assume that prk G = 0. Fix a psgp P # G. Then 
we conclude from Lemmas 2 and 21 .l that fp = 0. Therefore 
f E Og(G, T) from Lemma 1. The rest is obvious. 
THEOREM 1. Fix f # 0 in &(G, T) and choose a psgp P = MAN 
of G with the following two properties: 
(1) fP +0. 
(2) P is minimal with respect to condition (1). 
Then for any a E A, the function m ++ fp(ma) (m E M) lies in OV(M, TM). 
Fix a and put g(m) = fp(ma) (m E M). Then if follows from 
Lemma 21.1 that g E tio(M, TM). But then g E OV(M, TM) from the 
Corollary of Lemma 2. 
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26. AN EXAMPLE 
Let U be a complete, locally convex, Hausdorff space. Put 
V’ = C”(K x K, U). Then Y, with its usual topology, is also 
complete. Define a double representation T of K on I’ as follows. 
If v E V and k E K, then q = T(~)ZI and ~a = VT(~) are given by 
TJ,(k, : k,) = v(k,k : k2), 7J2(kl : k,) = v(k, : kk,) (4 , k, E q. 
It is easy to verify that r is differentiable. We can therefore consider 
the spaces %?(G, T) and &‘(G, T). 
Put G = K x G x K and K = K x K x K. Then K is a 
maximal compact subgroup of G and the mapping 
e : (k, , x> 42) t-+ (k, > O), k,) (k,, ~,EK, XEG) 
is an involution of G. Define a bilinear form B on f @ y @ f by 
B(X, Y) = B(Z, > Z,) + WC Y) + B(Z, > 41, 
whereX==(Z,,X,Z,),Y =(Z,, Y,Z,)(X, YEg,ZiEt, I <Z<4). 
Then if we replace (G, K, 8, B) by (G, K, 8, B) all the conditions 
of Section 3 are fulfilled. Therefore we can define the space %?(G, U). 
For f E %(G, U), let f denote the function from G to V defined as 
follows. Fix x E G. Then f(x) = u where 
v(k, : k,) = f(k, : x : k,) (4 , k, E K). 
It is easy to verify that f --+ f is a topological linear isomorphism of 
%‘(G, U) onto %(G, I’). 
Let j denote the mapping of G onto G given by 
.i(h y x, k,) = k,xk, (k, , k, E K, x E G). 
If f E %‘(G, U), then f 0 j E %?(G, U) and f t-t f 0 j is a topological 
mapping of V(G, U) onto a closed subspace of %‘(G, U). We may 
therefore identify @?(G, U) with its image under this mapping. 
LEMMA 1. For any f E V(G, U), define f E V(G, V) by 
for x E G. Then f I-+ f is a topological mappirrg of %(G, U) onto %(G, T). 
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Now take U = C. Then V = C”(K x K). For ni , ~1s E V, define 
v = Vl .V~E Vby 
v(k, : k,) = s, v,(k, : k) v&l : k,) dk. 
Under this multiplication, V becomes an associative algebra. We can 
now take U = IV = V and Tu = 7w = T in the set up of Section 21. 
Then V(G, T) b ecomes an algebra under convolution. 
For f E Cm(G) define f E Cm(G, V) by 
f(x) : (4 Y 4 +-+f(+%) (k, , k, E K, x E G). 
Then f tt f is a bijection of C”(G) on Cm(G, T). 
Let d(G) denote the space of all functions f E C”(G) satisfying 
the following two conditions: 
(1) f is s-finite 
(2) Df satisfies th e weak inequality for every D E 6(2). 
It is easy to verify that the mappingf H f defines a bijection of d(G) 
on &(G, T). 
LEMMA 2. Suppose cx, /3 E g(G) and y=cx*/3. Then y=a*@ 
in 9(G, r). Similarly ;f f E d(G) and g = 01 *f, h = f t /3, then 
g = a * f, h = f * p in sZ(G, T). 
This follows immediately from the definitions. 
Let P = MAN be a psgp of G. Then P = K x P x K is a 
psgp of G and P = M * A * N is its Langlands decomposition. Here 
M = K x M x K and we have identified G with a subgroup of G 
by means of the mapping x + (1, x, 1) (X E G). It is easy to see that 
%?(M, TV) may be identified with the space of all 4 E g(M) = 
‘3(K x M x K) such that 
+(I2 : k,mk, : k’) = +(kk, : m : k,k’), 
for k, k’ E K, m E M and k, , k, E KM. 
Fix $ E %f(M, TV), v E a,* and consider the Eisenstein integral 
E(P : 4 : V) = E(+ : V) (Sect. 19). Extend 4 to a function on K x G x K 
by the rule 
$(k, : kman : k,) = f$(k,k : m : k,), 
for k, , k, , k E K, m E M, a E A, n E N. Also we may regard E($ : V) 
580/19/z-6 
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as a function on K x G x K. Then we get the following formula 
from the definition of E(+ : v). 
LEMMA 3. 
= I K+(kl : xk : k-lk,) exp{((-1)lj2 v - pp)(Hp(xk))} dk 
for x E G, k, , k, E K, C$ E %?(M, TV) and v E a,“. 
27. HARMONIC ANALYSIS ON THE SPACE OF CUSP FORMS 
We assume in this section that rank G = rank K. Fix a Cartan 
subalgebra b of E and let B be the centralizer of b in G. Then B is a 
Cartan subgroup of G and it is compact. Let 2 be the centralizer of 
Go in G. Then B = ZB” (Lemma 3.4). 
Let B denote the normalizer of b in G. We put W(G/B) = B/B. 
Then W(G/B) may be regarded as a subgroup of W(g/b) (see Sect. 5). 
Let P be the set of all positive roots of (g, b)(under some fixed order). 
Put a = ms/b (see Sect. 17) and 
p = k c a, d(H) = n (ea(ff)/2 - e--a(H)/2) (HE 6). 
UEP aEP 
Define h(b*) = log b* + p and w(b*) = w(h(b*)) (b* E B*) as in 
Section 18. We say that b* is singular or regular according as w(b*) = 0 
or not. As in Section 18, let B*’ denote the set of all regular elements 
of B”. 
Let .&’ be the group of all automorphisms (T of G such that aB = B. 
Fix a E &. Then u defines an automorphism of b and hence also of 
S(b,). Define ~(0) = fl by wu = E(U),. 
Now & operates on b and hence by duality also on b,*. For any 
root cy of (9, b), define X, # 0 in gc as usual [lo, Sect. 41 and let 5, 
denote the abelian (i.e., one-dimensional) character of B given by 
-WWa = &(b)X, (b E B). 
Let 9 be the additive subgroup of b,* generated by all the roots of 
(g, b). Then if B,* is the group of all abelian characters of B, we can 
extend the mapping 01 t-+ 5, uniquely to a homomorphism y -+ t,, 
(y E 9) of 9’ into B,*. 
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Now we make & operate on B* as follows. Fix a E ~4. It is well 
known that up - p E 2. We define ob* (b* E B*) by 
cab*, b) = (b*, o-‘b)&,,-,(b) (b E B). 
Then X(ab*) = ah(b*). Let ~2~ be the subgroup of those u E &‘, for 
which there exists an element 6 E B such that OX = bxb-l for all 
x E G. If u E do, it is clear that u leaves B* pointwise fixed. Hence 
,&‘,“dO operates on B*. (Note that dO is normal in &.) Since 
W(GI’B) = B/B may be regarded as a subgroup of &//A&, W(G,‘B) 
also operates on B*. 
Fix b* E B* and put X = X(b*). Then in [13, Sect. 81 we have 
defined an invariant tempered eigendistribution 0, of 3 on Go such 
that 
d(H) O,(exp H) = c C(S)&(~) (HE 6’). 
SE W( Go/En) 
Here b’ is the set of all points HE b such that d(H) + 0. 
Put G, = ZG” and let yi (1 < i < r) be a complete set of represen- 
tatives for GjG, in G. Define a locally summable function O,, on G 
as follows. Supp O,, C G, and 
O&xx) = 2 (b*, ZQ> @,,(x”i> (zEZ, XEGO). 
l<i<T 
It is easy to check that O,, is a well-defined invariant function which 
is a tempered eigendistribution of 3 on G. Moreover its definition 
is independent of the choice of yi (1 < i < r). 
Put 
‘d(b) = fl (1 - .&(b-l)) (b E B). 
CtEP 
LEMMA 1. Let u E d. Then 
‘Job) = E(U) ‘d(b)&,-,-l,(b) (b E B). 
This is obvious since 
d(uH) = c(u) d(H) (HE b). 
LEMMA 2. Fix b* E B*. Then 
‘d(b) O,,(b) = c +)(sb*, b) 
SEW(G/B) 
(b E B n G’). 
We know that G = KGO. Fix K E K. Then b” is a Cartan sub- 
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algebra of I. Hence we can choose k, E KO such that bk = bko and 
therefore k,‘k E B. This shows that G = BG” and therefore 
G/G, cz B/B n G, . Moreover W(G/B) = s/B and B n G,/B ‘v 
W(GO/BO). Our assertion is an immediate consequence of this fact 
and the definition of O,, . 
Put q = (l/2) d im G/K and I = sign w(b*) (b* E B*‘). 
THEOREM 1. Fix b* E B*‘. Then (- 1)” I O,, is the character 
of an irreducible, unitary and square-integrable representation of G. 
Put X = h(b*) and 6(h) = sign W(X) = E(b*). Fix an irreducible, 
unitary and square-integrable representation 7~~ of Go on a Hilbert 
space b” such that (- 1)‘~ E(X) 0, is the character of no [15, Theor. 161. 
Also let p. denote an irreducible unitary representation of B on a 
finite-dimensional Hilbert space V with the character b*. Now 
B = ZB” and B” lies in the center of B. Hence if p is the restriction 
of p. on Z, it follows by Schur’s lemma, that p is also irreducible. 
We can define an irreducible representation 7ri of G, = ZG” on 
h= V 0 5O by 
n,(zx) = p(z) @ d(x) (zEZ, XEGO). 
This is possible since there exists a character y, of the abelian group 
Z n Go such that 
tL(4 = x(4 PU )Y r0(4 = x(4 no(l) (2 E 2 n GO). 
Let rr be the representation of G obtained from n1 by inducing 
from G, to G. It is obvious that (-l)g E(b*) O,, is the character of r. 
We shall now verify that r~ is irreducible. We have seen above that 
we can choose yi E B (1 < i < Y). Then if & is the representation 
space of r, we may identify &i with a closed subspace of b and write 
where the sum is orthogonal and !& = z(yi’) !& . (We assume that 
y, = 1.) Let ri denote the representation of G, on 5, obtained from v 
by restriction. If Oi is the character of rTTi , it is clear that 
O,(x) = O(XYd) (x E G,). 
(Here 0 = 0, .) Let si be the element of W(G/B) ‘v B/B defined 
by yi . Then, as we have seen above, si (1 < i < r) are a complete 
set of representatives for W(G/B)/ W(G”/Bo). Therefore it follows 
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from [15, Theor. 161 that Oi f Oj for i #j. This shows that the 
representations ri (1 < i < r) are all irreducible and inequivalent 
and so it is clear that rr is irreducible. 
Since [G : GO] < co, it is obvious that n is square-integrable. 
LEMMA 3. Let 0 E&. Then 
(o,*y = “(I?)@,,* (b* E B*). 
Fix b* E B* and put h = X(b*). Let o. denote the restriction of u 
on Go. Then one sees easily that it would be enough to verify that 
Hence we may assume that G is connected. Let G denote the simply 
connected covering group of G and + the natural projection of G 
on G. Let 2 = ker 4. Then 2 is a finitely generated discrete abelian 
subgroup of G. For any integer N 3 1, let ZN denote the subgroup 
of 2 consisting of all elements of the form zN (z E 2). Then Z/Zv is 
a finite group and G, = G/Z2 is acceptable [12, Sect. 181. Let 6 denote 
the unique automorphism of G such that + 0 6 = 0 0 4. Then Z is 
stable under 6 and therefore it defines an automorphism u1 of G, . 
It would clearly be enough to verify our Iemma for (G, , ul) instead 
of (G, 0). Hence we may assume that G is connected and acceptable. 
Put L = log B* (see Sect. 18). Then L is a lattice in (-l)‘/” 6” 
and p EL. Let L’ be the set of all X EL such that m(X) # 0. Fix h EL’. 
It follows from [ 14, Theor. 31 that 
Now let us use the notation of [14, Lemma 591. Then 
for h, E A,+, h2E E A,+ and X EL n 3 f. Put T = u-l. Then TA is 
another Cartan subgroup of G. Note that T defines an automorphism 
of ge and therefore also of G, . Hence ry is defined and 
Ad(Ty)b, = ~a,. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
4A(4 = AAM (u E A). 
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Then applying [14, Lemma 591 to 7A instead of A, we get 
~.4wh) @AkwhN 
= tEgwG 44 ,e;A+, 4 4f : 65’ : TA+) * St&d exp(s(t4v (log h)) 
for h, E A,+ and h, E A,-+. Here s7 (s E W(A+)) is the element of 
W(TA+) defined by 
S’(TH) = T(SH) (H E 4, 
and tT (t E WC) is defined similarly. But since OAu = E(O) O,, for every 
h EL’, we conclude that 
c(s7 : t$y- : TAf) = e(u) c(s : tap. : A+) 
for s E W(A+) and t E IV, . 
Now fix a connected component s+ of 3’ and for any X EL n Cl s+, 
define 0, 5+ = O,+ as in [14, Sect. 221. Then it follows from the 
above result and [14, Lemma 591 that 
Hence we conclude from the definition of 0, [13, Sect. 81 that 
o,o = +p,, (A EL). 
This proves Lemma 3. 
Consider the space %‘(G, Y) of Section 15 and for any f E %?(G, V), 
Put 
F,(b) = ‘d(b) j)(bs) dx (b E B n G’). 
Let B’ be the set of b E B such that t,(b) # 1 for every singular 
root 01 of (g, b). Then by Theorem 17.1, ‘Ff E V(B’, V). 
LEMMA 4. For any f E O%?(G, V) and b* E B*, 
(@,* , f) = p*, ‘Ff) 
in the notation of Lemma 18.2. 
Let A be a &stable Cartan subgroup of G which is not compact. 
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Sincefis a cusp form, it follows from Lemma 8.3 that ‘FfA = 0. Hence 
(% 9 f) = FWV41-1 s, conj(‘d(b) O,,(b)) * ‘F,(b) db = (b*, ‘Ff) 
from Lemma 2. 
COROLI,ARY. ‘F,(b) = CbeEB* (O,, ,f)(b*, b) (b E B)forf~ OV(G, V). 
This follows from Lemma 18.2. 
Let Pk denote the set of all compact positive roots of (g, b). Put 
pk = ; c 01, mk = n H, , 
C&P& CdEPk 
and m’ = e-pa o ep = lJtiEP (H, + p(H,)) as in Section 17. 
LEMMA 5. ‘Ff(l; m) = (--I)* c&l) (fc v(G, V)), where 
and 
CG = [ W(G”/Bo)] (24*2Yiz w&k) 
v = dim G/K - tank G/K. 
In view of Lemma 17.5 we have only to determine the precise 
value of c, . This is done in Theorem 37.1. 
COROLLARY 1.6 f(x) = c,l CMP (---lja d(b*) $J*)(% , +)f) 
(x E G)forf~ O%‘(G, V). 
This follows from the Corollary of Lemma 4. 
COROLLARY 2. Let f be a function in OV(G, V) which is left K-jnite. 
Then f is 3-finite. 
Fix a finite subset F C b(K) and put4 
Let B*‘(F) denote the set of all b* E B*’ such that Ob,,F # 0. Then 
B*‘(F) is a finite set [I 5, Lemma 701. Now isf is left K-finite, we can 
choose F so that 01~ *f = f. Then 
B As usual Ye is the function y  -tf(yx) (y E G). 
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and therefore 
f(x) = (-I)@ c n?(b*) d(b*)(O,* , Y(X)f). 
b*EB*‘(F) 
Since B*‘(F) is a finite set and O,, is an eigendistribution of 3, it is 
now clear that f is s-finite. 
COROLLARY 3. Let f be a function in O+?(G, V) with compact 
support. Then I.. G is not compact, f = 0. 
For otherwise suppose f # 0. We can choose a finite subset F of 
B(K) such that g = + *f # 0. Then g is a left K-finite function in 
‘%?(G, V) and therefore by Corollary 2, it is S-finite. This implies 
[13, Lemma 331 that g is analytic. But g has compact support and Go 
is not compact since [G : Go] < CO. Therefore g = 0 and this contra- 
diction proves the corollary. 
Since K-finite functions are dense in O%(G, V) [15, Lemma 41, we 
get the following result from Theorem 18.3. 
THEOREM 2. The space 
is dense in O%?(G, V). 
Put VA(G, T) = VA( G, V) n W(G, 7) in the notation of Section 19. 
COROLLARY. xAEL, VA(G, T) is dense in O%(G, T). 
This is obvious from the above theorem. 
Let Go be an open subgroup of G. Put B, = B n Go and let B,* 
denote, as usual, the set of all irreducible characters of B, . Let u and 
u. be irreducible representations of B and B, , respectively, and b* 
and b,* the corresponding characters. Let [b* : b,*] denote the 
multiplicity of u. in the restriction of u on B, , Also let Oboe denote 
the central distribution on Go defined above. 
LEMMA 6. Let dx and d,x denote the standard Haar measures on G 
and Go , respectively. Then 
s,, ob,$x)f(x> ddc = c 
b-B+ 
i!‘* : h*l s, @b*@)f@) dx 
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for b,* E B,* and f E e(G). Here 
T(x) = jJ(ksk-‘) dk, 
dk being the normalized Haar measure on K. 
Let h = X(b,*). It is clear that [b* : b,*] = 0 unless h(b*) = A. 
Now fix b* such that X(b*) = X. Also fix f E g(G) and put 
ii+4 = jG03W @A(X) dOx (z E Z), 
where dox is the standard Haar measure on Go. Then g is a C” central 
function on Z. Moreover it is easy to verify from the definitions of 
ObO* and O,, that 
s,,, @t&)3(4 4% = jzo @o*, x> &> do29 
jG @,*(x)f(x) dx = jz (b”, z> g(4 dz, 
where d”z and dx are the normalized Haar measures on Z, = B, n Z 
and Z, respectively. 
Let u. be an irreducible representation of B, with the character b,*. 
Then 
C [b* : b,*]b* 
b*EB* 
is the character of D = Ind& a0 . Let T, 7. be the restrictions of U, u. 
on Z and 2,) respectively. Since B = ZBO, B, = ZoBo and B” lies 
in the center of B, it is obvious that 
T = IndzO TV. 
Let x denote the character of T. Then 
C [b* : b,*](b*, z) 
44 = b*EB* 
(z E Z). 
Since g is a class function on Z, it follows from the definition of the 
induced representation that 
jz &4 X(4 fk = tr jz m ‘(4 &f = tr jzo SW 706) do% 
=ZZ 
s .&Wo*, z> dozy =o 
and this is equivalent to the assertion of the lemma. 
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THEOREM 3. Suppose dim r K co. Then OV(G, r) also has finite 
dimension. 
Since dim r < co, we can choose a finite subset F of b(K) such 
that f = ffF *f = f * c+ for all f E V(G, 7). Hence, as we have seen 
during the proof of Corollary 2 of Lemma 5, 
f(x) = (- l)qc;l 1 +*I d(b*)(@b*,F , Wf) 
b*EB*‘(F) 
for all f E O%‘(G, T). N ow B*‘(F) is a finite set and for a fixed b* E B*‘(F) 
the functions of the form 
(+-‘)@b*,F) * OLF (x E G), 
span a finite-dimensional subspace of L,(G) [I 5, p. 891. Since 
dim V = dim T < CO, it follows from the above formula that 
dim ‘%?(G, T) < co. 
COROLLARY. s4,(G, T) = W(G, T) if 7 is unitary and dim 7 < 00. 
It is obvious from the above theorem that every element in O%Y(G, T) 
is Jj-finite. Hence our assertion follows from the corollary of 
Lemma 25.2. 
28. FINITENESS OF dim &‘(G, r, U) 
We now drop the condition that rank G = rank K. Fix an ideal U 
in 3 of finite codimension and define &(G, r, U) as in Section 22. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose dim 7 < co. Then &‘(G, T ,  U) is also Jinite. 
We proceed by induction on dim G. Let B denote the set of all 
psgps P of G with prk P > 1. Fix P = MAN in 9 and for any 
f E &(G, 7, U), define O(f) E &‘(MA, T,,,, , U,) as in Lemma 23.3. 
Then 
O(f : mu) = O(f : m)er(loga) (mEill, UEA). 
Put U, = U, n SM * Then U, is an ideal in 3,,, of finite codimen- 
sion. Let O,(f) denote the restriction of O(f) on M. Then 
@,(f)cd(M, TM, U,) and O(f) = 0 if and only if O,(f) = 0. 
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Since dim M < dim G and dim ~~ < co, it follows by induction 
hypothesis that 
dim .%qM, TM) U,) < 00. 
Let g(P) denote the set of allf E & = &(G, T, U) such that O(f) = 0. 
Then it is clear that 
dim s.tf,l~(P) < dim .ti(M, T,,,, , U,) < CO. 
Moreover it follows from the fifth assertion of Lemma 23.3 that 
fp ,,Pkr f E L%(P). 
1 ,“‘, P, be a complete set of elements in 9 no two of which 
are conjugate under K. Put 
Then 
On the other hand f E .%9 implies that fp = 0 for all P E 9 
(Lemma 21 .l). Without loss of generality we may assume that r is 
unitary. Then we conclude from the corollary of Lemma 25.2 that 
JJ~ C 4G 7) C @WG, 4, 
and therefore from Theorems 18.1 and 27.3 that dim 99 < co. This 
proves that dim J@’ < co. 
29. THE CLASS OF PARABOLIC SUBGROUPS ATTACHED TO A 
REGULAR CHARACTER OF 3 
By a character of 3 we mean a homomorphism x of 3 into C such 
that X( 1) = 1. Let X be the set of all characters of 3. For any x E X, 
let &(G, T, x) denote the space of all f E &(G, T) such that zf = x(x)f 
for all z E 3. 
Let h be a Cartan subalgebra of g. Put y = ye/b and w = W~/~. 
For any A E h,*, set 
X2(4 = Y(Z : 4 (2 E 3). 
Then xAQ E X. Conversely for any x E X, we can choose A E 6,” such 
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that x = ~~0. Moreover A is unique up to an operation of W(g/lj). We 
say that x is regular if w(A) # 0. This definition is independent of 
the choice of I$ and A. Let X’ denote the set of all regular elements 
in X. 
Now suppose h is e-stable. For any A E hc*, we define two elements 
A and 8A in hc* as follows: 
ii(H) = conj A(H) (HE E, n P + (-1)“” b n f), 
&l(H) = A(eH) w E w 
Then the condition &I = A is equivalent to saying that A takes only 
pure imaginary values on h. 
We assume that 7 is unitary (see Sect. 20). 
THEOREM 1. Fix x E X’ and let P = MAN be a psgp of G such 
that fp + 0 for some f E &(G, 7, x). Then the class of P is uniquely 
determined by x. 
Since fp + 0, we can choose 4 E OCe(lM, TV) such that the function 
J(a) = lM (4(m), f~+>> dm (a E A), 
is not identically zero. It follows from Theorem 18.1 that rank M = 
rank K, and therefore we can extend a to a &stable Cartan sub- 
algebra h of g such that a = h n p and b = h n f is a Cartan sub- 
algebra of tn. Moreover, in view of Theorem 27.2, we may assume 
that 4 is an eigenfunction of 3M . Put yi = yn,ib and let h be a linear 
function on 6, such that 
t;# = r& : 44 (4 E 3‘4fM). 
Since + # 0, we conclude from Theorem 18.3 that X takes only pure 
imaginary values on b and w,,,,b(X) # 0. Define an anti-automorphism 
g ++ gJ of 8 by g+ = 7(g*) (g E 0) where g* is the adjoint of g and 7 
the conjugation of gc with respect to g. Then 3M+ = 3M and [15, p. 811 
yl({+ : A) = conj ~~(4 : A) 
Hence it follows that 
IM (4(m), fp(mu; 5)) dm = [, ($(m; /+I, .f~h)) dm = r& : 4 J(a) 
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On the other hand 
X(4fP = WP = CLPHfP kE3) 
from Lemma 21.1. Let 01~ denote the homomorphism of 3M’% ‘v 
3,,,, @ % into 21, given by aA = r,(l: : h)u (5 E 3,,1 , u E ‘%). Put 
4nG4 = %(yPM) E 91 (x E 3). 
Then it is clear that 
x(4 J(u) = f, HJW f&w ~~(4)) dm 
= s M (4(m), f&w qAWN dm = J@; HA (a E 4 z E 3). 
On the other hand it follows from Lemma 23.5 that 
with 
J&z) = p,(log +(-l)“%(lw~) (u E A). 
Here v1 ,..., v, are distinct real-valued linear functions and pi complex- 
valued polynomial functions on a. Since J # 0, we may assume that 
Jr # 0. Moreover since vr , v2 ,..., v,. are distinct, we can conclude that 
q&>h = x(4J1 (z E 3). 
Putp=p,andv=v,. Then p f 0. Let d = dep. Then it is obvious 
that 
J&; q&)) = &w’wxa) k& : (- lYv P(l% 4 + Po(log 4, 
where p, is a polynomial function on a of degree less than d. (As usual, 
q,,(z : (- 1)1/2 v) denotes the value of qA(z), regarded as a polynomial 
on a,*, at (- 1)lj2 v.) Therefore we conclude immediately that 
x(z) = g,j(z : (-1)““V) = XnQ(Z) (z E 3)> 
where A is the linear function on lj, which coincides with (- 1)li2 v 
on a and h on b. Note that /i = BA. 
So far we have not used the fact that x is regular. Hence we can 
state our result as follows. 
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LEMMA 1. Fix x E J and let f # 0 be an element in &(G, r, x). 
Choose a psgp P = MAN such that fp + 0. Then we can extend a to 
a &stable Cartan subalgebra 6 of g and choose a linear function A on J$, 
such that: 
(1) a = fh3 > I), c 1% 
(2) x = x2, 
(3) Yi = BA and A(H,) f 0 for every root 01 of (g, b) which 
vanishes identically on a. 
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 1, it is sufficient to 
verify the following result. 
LEMMA 2. Let I& (i = 1,2) be two &stable Cartan subalgebras of g 
and Ai a linear function on bi such that Ai = BAi . Suppose 
(1) A, is nonsingular, i.e., rzrms,4,(Al) # 0, 
(2) ~db,@ : 4) = m& : 4 for all 2 E 3. 
Then I& , I& are conjugate under K. 
We shall give a proof in Section 33. 
For the following lemma we drop the condition that 7 be unitary. 
LEMMA 3. Let b be a e-stable Cartan subalgebra of g and p a linear 
function on b. Put x = xpb. Then if &(G, T, x) # 0, we can choose 
s E W(g/b) such that i; = s(@). 
Fix f # 0 in @‘(G, 7, x) and choose a psgp P = MAN such that: 
(1) fP # 0, 
(2) P is minimal among all psgps which satisfy condition (1). 
It follows from Lemmas 21.1 and 25.1 that for any a E A, the function 
m tt fp(ma) (m E M) lies in O%?(M, TV). Hence we conclude from 
Theorems 18.1 and 18.3 that we can extend a to a O-stable Cartan 
subalgebra b of g and choose a linear function A on b such that the 
three conditions of Lemma 1 are fulfilled. Since 
xu b = x = xA’J, 
we can choose x E G, such that b, = Ij,% and p = Ax. Then p = (A)“. 
Moreover since d = 0A, it follows that Op = (A‘)” where y = 
OxfV E G, . Hence 
XDb = -& = x; us 
This implies that ii = s(&) for some s E W&b). 
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30. SOME INEQUALITIES 
Fix a minimal psgp PO = M,A,N, of G and let P = MAN be any 
psgp such that P 3 P, . Put p0 = pp, , p = pp and 
e&) = HP&), H(x) = HP(X) (x E G). 
Any x E G can be expressed uniquely in the form x = kman where 
k E K, m E exp(m n p), a E A, n E N. We write p(x) = m. 
LEMMA 1. Let d,k denote the normalized Haar measure on 
KI = K n M. Then 
Let *P = *M *A *N be the minimal psgp of M corresponding 
to P, (Lemma 6.1). Let us write *H and *p instead of H, and p*p , 
respectively. Then it is easy to see that 
f&w = *m4.# + H(x) 
for x E G and k E K, . Hence 
POWOW = *f(*fwm) + .@(4) (k E m, 
and from this our assertion follows immediately. 
COROLLARY. Let dk denote the normalized Haar measure on K. 
Then 
s 
e-~(~(~~)E&~(xk)) dk = S(x) (x E G). 
K 
This is obvious from the above lemma and the definition of 8 
(Sect. 10). 
Put N, = B(N,,), fl= B(N) and 
/3(H) = i!f (Y(H) (HE a), 
where (II runs over all roots of (P, A). 
LEMMA 2. p(H(5)) > 0 and po(Ho(%)) >, 0 for ii E m,, . Moreover 
if a E A and ,!I(log u) > 0, then 
~zQ(~(~‘)) < I + exp(-@(log a) + p(H@))} (5 E E,), 
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e4%(~“)) < 1 + exp{-$(log a) + &H,(n))} (n E N). 
Except for some minor changes the proof of this lemma is the 
same as that of [15, Lemma 851. Hence we sketch it only briefly. 
We may assume that G is semisimple and agree to standard conven- 
tions [S, p. 2441. 
Extend a, to a Cartan subalgebra 1~ of g. Let 3 be the set of all 
real-valued linear functions on lj n p + (- 1)1/2 h n f. Introduce 
compatible orders in 5 and a* such that Q: > 0 for every root a: of 
(P,, , A,). Let Q be the set of all positive roots of (g, lj) under this 
order and J the set of all h E 5 such that 2(X, a)/(a, a) is an integer 
30 for all (Y E Q. Then for each h E J, we have an irreducible finite- 
dimensional representation 7~,, of G on VA with the highest weight A. 
Let v, denote a unit vector in VA belonging to the highest weight A. 
LEMMA 3. Fix h E J and let U be the subspace consisting of all 
v E V, such that n,,(H)v = X(H)v for all HE a. Then U is invariant 
and irreducible under n,,(m). Moreover dim U = 1 I.. and only if 
(A, a) = 0 for every root 01 of (ml , 6). 
The proof is the same as that of [15, Lemma 861. 
Let Qi denote the set of all positive roots of (m, , h) and J,, the set 
of all h E J such that (A, a> = 0 for all a: E Qi . 
LEMMA 4. Fix h E J,, . Then X(H(%)) > 0 and 
exp h(H(@)) < 1 + expt--P(log a> + +f(n))l 
for ti E R,, and a E A provided /3(log a) > 0. 
This is proved in the same way as [15, Lemma 871. 
Fix A E J, put (v, V) = (rA, V,) and define U as in Lemma 3. 
Let E be the orthogonal projection of I/ on U and 11 T 11 the Hilbert- 
Schmidt norm of an endomorphism T of V. 
LEMMA 5. Fix a E A such that @(log a) 3 0. Then 
exp 4%(W) < 1 + exp{---B&g a> + J%(@>)>, 
)I 27(P)E 11 < I/ E 11 + ed(l”ga) I/ T(S)E 1) 
for ii E E. 
The proof is the same as for [15, Lemma 881. 
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Now put A = 112 xtisO 01, W = W(gih) and W, = W(nt,&). Then 
A E J and IV, C W. Let s be the unique element of WI which maps 
every root in Qr into a negative root. Put h = A + sA. Then X E Jo , 
A = p0 on a, and h = 2p on a. The statements of Lemma 2 now 
follow from Lemmas 4 and 5. 
31. CONVERGENCE OF AN INTEGRAL 
Fix d >, 0 such that (Lemma 10.1) 
~~q+E(u)eQLo~~)(l + ~(a))-" < 00. 
LEMMA 1. For any E > 0, 
r ecpotHotri)) (1 + p,(H,(%)))-cd+E'd% < 00. -iv 
The proof is the same as before [15, Lemma 891. 
From here on the proof of Lemma 10.2 goes through in the same 
way as that of [15, Lemma 211 (see [15, pp. 106-1091). 
32. SOME FURTHER RESULTS ON CONVERGENCE 
We shall now derive a consequence of Lemma 3 1.1 which will be 
needed in a subsequent paper. We keep to the notation of Section 30 
and define d as in Section 31. Recall that p(H(%)) > 0 for n E m 
(Lemma 30.2). 
I,EMMA 1. Fix Y > d. Then 
s eMptHti)) S,(p(%)){(l + p(H(%)))(l + c+(fi)))}+ d+i < 03. R 
Let n = k,man (K, E K, m = p(e), a E A, n E N). Then 
mq = f&(m) + fq), 
and therefore 
#O/19/2-7 
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where c is a number 31 independent of +i. Now replace c by gk 
(k E ICI = K n M). Then 
Hence 
Therefore 
> e--poh5)){1 + p(H(%)))-rc-r( 1 + u(m))-“’ jKl e-4Ho(mk)) d,k. 
Taking Lemma 30.1 into account, we conclude that 
f 
e-o(H’fi))E,&(n)) ((I + p(H(n))) (I + ~(p(%)))>-~ dti 
R 
< c* s s Rdg e-%Wfin))(l + p,,(Z&(?P))}-7 d,k Kl 
= c+- 
f R 
e-G%(~)){1 + p,(Ho(~))}-T dfi < CO 
from Lemma 31.1. 
LEMMA 2. We can choose c 3 1 such that 
1 + 4m) G 4 + fvf(~)) (n E iv). 
Let G, be the analytic subgroup of G corresponding to 
gr = [g, g]. For any linear transformation T of g, let 11 T 1) denote the 
Hilbert-Schmidt norm of T and put 
44 = log II W4ll lx E GA- 
Then or(x) 2 0 and it is easy to verify that we can choose c1 > 0 
such that 
for all x E G, . 
Since 2~ E Jb, we can take (‘rr, ZJ) = (~a~, ZI~J in the notation of 
Section 30. Then 
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Put 
407 = I 4exp X)w I2 (XEii). 
Then q is a polynomial function on ii, q(X) > 1 and q(X) -+ +- cg as 
11 X iI-+ CO. Hence we conclude from the Seidenberg-Tarski theorem 
[21, p. 2761 that there exist numbers ca , 6 > 0 such that 
4(X) 2 c2 II XI16, 
for all X E ii. Now Ad(exp X) = e wu is a polynomial in ad X. Hence 
it is clear that we can choose ca , c4 > 0 such that 
II eadx I/ G Qz(-W (X E ii). 
Since ii C gr and 1 + +(ti)) < c,,( 1 + o(e)) (K E iy) from Lemma 10.2, 
the statement of the lemma is now obvious. 
COROLLARY. Fix E > 0. Then 
Since p(H(%)) > 0, this is obvious from Lemmas 1 and 2. 
33. PROOF OF LEMMA 29.2 
Let I& (i = 1, 2) be two d-stable Cartan subalgebras of g. Put 
Wi = W(g/l&) and 
7ri = r-b (i = 1, 2), 
&Pi 
where Pi is the set of all positive roots of (g, hi) under some order. 
LEMMA 1. Fix x E G, such that kj2, = xf&, . Let H, be an element in 
Ijz n p and 3 the centralizer of H, in g. We denote by a the intersection 
of p with the center of 3. Suppose X E (I& n f), and Y E (6, n p), are 
two elements such that rI(h + v) # 0 and 
x(X - v) = s . Bx(X + v) 
for some s E W, which leaves H,, Jixed. Then a C x(& n p). 
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Choose y E G, such that y = s on bzc and put 0” = x0x-l. Then 
exfj,, = ljec and 
l9Sx(h + v) = xf?(h + v) = x(h - v), 
= yex(h + v). 
Therefore the linear transformation 
leaves x(h + V) fixed. But 8-1y-rx6’ E Gc and therefore z E G, . Since 
r2(@ + v>) # 0, we conclude that x leaves bzc pointwise fix’ed. 
On the other hand the centralizer of H,, in G, is connected and 
a C b, . Since y leaves H,, fixed and a lies in the center of 3, it follows 
that both y and x leave a pointwise fixed. But y = 0%~V. Hence if 
HEQ, 
H z yH I= -@H zz -x&&H). 
This shows that 8(x-lH) = --x-lH and therefore x-lH E (bl n p), , 
Since roots of (g, I&) take real values on lji n p, we now conclude 
easily that a C x(b, n p). 
For the proof of Lemma 29.2, we may assume that g is semisimple 
and identify bie with its dual by means of the bilinear form B (Sect. 3). 
Then A, = h + (- l)l/a v where X E (- 1)li2 b1 n f and v E b2 r\ p. 
Moreover rr(h + (- 1)1/2 v) # 0. Let U be the real analytic sub- 
group of G, corresponding to u = f + (- 1)li2 p which is a compact 
form of gc . Put 
bi = u n bie = bi n f + (-1)1/2 bi n p. 
Then b, , b, are Cartan subalgebras of U and (li E (- l)lj2 bi . More- 
over it follows from the second condition of Lemma 29.2 that we can 
choose x E U such that A, = xA, . Since A, is nonsingular this 
implies that b2 = xb, . Moreover h and v lie in (- 1)1/2 6, and therefore 
xX and xv are in (- l)lj2 6, . This implies that 
A2 = xx - (-l)‘/” xv. 
But A2 = &l, . Therefore 
x(X - (-I)%) = 8x(X + (-I)%). 
Now fix Ho E Ij, n p such that a(H) # 0 for every root (Y of (g, lj,) 
which does not vanish identically on b2 n p, Then Lemma I is 
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applicable with a = ljz n p and s = 1. Hence we conclude that 
lj, n p C x(hl n p). Interchanging b, , h, and replacing x by x-l, we 
deduce that 
and therefore by Corollary 1 of Lemma 5.1 we can choose k E K” 
such that x-‘Ho = Ad(k-l) Ho . Then y = Ad(k) 3-l leaves Ho fixed 
and therefore as we have seen during the proof of Lemma 1, it 
centralizes a = lj, n p. Hence 
(51 n P)” = Y4h n PI = h n P 
and therefore in order to prove Lemma 29.2 it is enough to verify 
the following result. 
LEMMA 2. Let lj, , I&. be two O-stable Cartan subalgebras of g such 
that ljl n p C lj2 n p. Let L denote the centralizer of Ij, n p in K. Then 
we can choose k E Lo such that 
(Ij, n f)* 3 I& n t. 
Let 3 denote the centralizer of lji n p in g. Since hi is a Cartan 
subalgebra of 3, it is clear that lj, n f is a Cartan subalgebra of 
I = 3 n f. Now I is the Lie algebra of L and lj, n f is an abelian 
subalgebra of I. Therefore our assertion follows from the fact that L 
is compact. 
34. A LIMIT FORMULA 
For any linear subspace E of g, put 
d,E = (2,)-(dim~)P dE 
in the notation of Section 7. (Here rr = 3.14... .) Let BE denote the 
restriction of the bilinear form B (see Sect. 3) on E and suppose BE 
is nondegenerate. Let S(E,) be the symmetric algebra over E, and 
P(E,) the algebra of all polynomial functions on E, . We identify E 
with its dual by means of BE . Then S(E,) = P(E,) and therefore for 
any p E P(E,), we obtain a differential operator a(p) on E 19, Sect. 31. 
Let a be a O-stable Cartan subalgebra of g and Q the set of all 
positive roots of (9, a) (under some order). Put 
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where QR is the set of all real roots in Q [lo, Sect. 41. Let a’ be the 
set of all H E a where r(H) # 0. Put 
go = (a’)G. 
Then ga is an open subset of g. 
We now use the notation of Section 8. Normalize the invariant 
measure d,,x* on G/A, in such a way that 
j f(X) 4x = s, Ie412 4H I,,, f@ *HI 4x* Sa R 
for f E C,.(g). H ere d,,X = d,,g and d,H = d,,a. 
Let q(g) be the Schwartz space of g. Forf E V(g), define a function 
c$:/” = cjra = #r on a’ by 
f(x - H) &lx* (H E a’>, R 
where +(H) = sign 7rR(H). 
LEMMA 1. Suppose a is fundamental in g. Then 
MO; W) = (-l>“fP) 
for all fE V(g). Here 
q = (l/2) (dim G/K - rank G + rank K). 
Although this lemma is known [23, p. 2111, we shall give a simplified 
proof. 
35. RELATION BETWEEN FOURIER TRANSFORMS 
Let V(E) denote the Schwartz space of a linear subspace E of g. 
Put E = B(E). Th en the bilinear form B is nondegenerate on i? x E. 
ForfE V(E) definejE %7(E) by 
Then 
f(x) = j &l)“‘B(=) f(X) dJ3 (x E E). 
E 
Note that if E is o-stable then BE is nondegenerate. 
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Let P = MAN be a psgp of G. Put m, = m + a. Then m, = kI(m,). 
For f E g(g), d e fi ne a functionf, E %?(mJ as follows: 
fW) = j JW + 2) AZ 
where d,,Z = don and 
(Y 6 ml), 
f(X) = j$k - 4 dk (X E g>, 
dk being the normalized Haar measure on K. 
LEMMA 1. Let P be a psgp of G. Then 
(f>P = ux 
for f E ok!). 
Put ii = O(n). Then g = 6 + m, + n where the sum is orthogonal. 
Let Xi = Zi + Yi + Zi where Zi E ii, Yi E m, , Z E n (; = 1,2). 
Then 
WG , X2) = WI , Z,) + B(Yl , Yz) + B(z;, , Zl). 
Moreover if X = Z + Y + Z and d,,X = d,,g, d,Z = d,ii, d,,Y = dsmr , 
d,Z = don, then it is obvious that 
d,J = d,,zd,, Yd& 
Since B is G-invariant, it is enough to consider the case when 
f =JThenifg=j, 
gpP’l> = I g(Yl+ ZI> 4-G (Yl E ml), 
and 
g( Yl + Z,) = f e(-1)“2B(r~+z~4 f(X,) ddr, , 
Fix Yr and put 
h(&) = I e - ( 1)“2BW’df(& + Yz + Z,) d,,Yz d,,Z, 
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for Z, E ii. Then h E %?(ii) and 
This proves the lemma. 
36. PROOF OF LEMMA 34.1 
We return to the notation of Section 34. Fix P E 9(AR) (P = iWARN) 
and put MI = MAR . 
LEMMA 1. There exists a constant c # 0 such that 
for all f E G?(g). 
This is proved in the same way as Lemma 8.2. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose Q is fundamental and f E C,*(gJ. Then +fb = 0 
for any e-stable Cartan subalgebra b of g which is not fundamental. 
Moreover dfa E V(a). 
Fix PEP(&) (P = M&N) and put ml = m + bR . Then 
dim bR > dim a, since b is not fundamental. Let 6 be any Cartan 
subalgebra of m, . Then E, 3 bR and therefore E, cannot be conjugate 
to a under G. This shows that 
gan(mJG= 0. 
Let g’ be the set of all regular elements of g. Then a simple argument 
[5, Lemma 161 shows that 
Hence 
g’ n (m, + n) C mlN. 
ga n (m, + n)” C ga n mlG = 0 
and therefore fp = 0. But then we conclude from Lemmas 35.1 
and 1 that 
Q = c+;;;b* = 0. 
The rest follows from [5, Theor. 31 and [lo, Theor. 21. 
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Fix g E C,““(gJ such that 
1 g&Y = 1. 
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Put f = 1. Then f(0) = 1. S ince a is fundamental, a, is a Cartan 
subalgebra of f. Hence dim f = dim a, mod 2. Moreover dim g E 
dim a mod 2. Hence 
dim f = dim a, mod 2, 
dim p = dim aR mod 2. 
Let w denote the polynomial function on g given by w(X) = 
B(X, X) (X E g). Put’ n = dim g, G = dim a, m = [n/2], k = [l/2]. 
Assume G 3 2 and define 
where &,, - 
Then 
1 : = 
59 = 5,., (p = dim p, q = dim f), 
5, = t,., (p = dim aR , q = dim a,), 
5 has the same meaning as in [ 10, Sect. 121. Put 
43(X) = &(4X)) FE 91, 
G(H) = 6,(4ff)) (HE a). 
f(O) = j* s,a(cP)f nx = (27$4 s q$(4f 4-T 9 
where dX = dg and d,X = d,,g. 
Let Q, and Qe , respectively, be the sets of all imaginary and complex 
roots in Q. We may assume that if a E Qc then --Bell is also in Qc . 
Since a is fundamental, QR is empty. Let r, rl and re , respectively, be 
the number of roots in Q, QzI and Qc . Then 
con,j W(H) = (-l)?Jr(H) = (-l)‘+H) (ff E a), 
since r - rl = r, = 0 mod 2. Hence 
1 = (2~p/~(- 1)’ j n(H) S,(H) &JH) d&l, 
a 
where fm = a(w”)f. L e w1 be the restriction of w on a. Then t 
k = a(G%, 
’ As usual [Y] denotes the greatest integer not exceeding r. 
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from [5, Theor. 11. Moreover since n = 8 + 2r, it is obvious that 
m = k + r. Therefore a simple calculation [lo, p. 5721 shows that 
?T 0 a(q”) = a(ul”) 0 77, 
where v is a polynomial differential operator on a whose local expres- 
sion at zero is given by 
70 = (--1P m4lv4 %)- 
On the other hand 
(1/2)(dim p - dim aR) = (1/2)(dim G/K - rank G + rank K) = q, 
and one verifies directly that 
Hence 
where dH 
E* = cc- 1)*P2w (wwW)&l * 
1 = (27r)T(- 1)’ j- n(H) Es(H) &(H; +r”)) dH 
= (- l)r+* 2- +r(K) r(m) s &-,a(@)(+) dH, 
da. But 
i3(q”)E, = 6, ) 
where 6, is the Dirac measure on a at the origin. Hence 
1 = (- ly+*2-’ (qk>/qm)) MO; To), 
= (--1)9 &(O; a(4). 
In view of [lo, Lemma 171, this proves Lemma 34.1 when 8 > 2. 
The case r?‘= 1 can be handled by considering the direct sum of g 
with a one-dimensional Lie algebra and thus reducing it to the case 
e= 2. 
37. EVALUATION OF THE CONSTANT c 
Let us use the notation of Section 7 and define a positive constant 
vG by 
dG = z)G dx, 
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where dx is the standard Haar measure on G. Let A be the normalizer 
of a in G. Put W(G/A) = if’,lA and define dx* as in Section 8. 
LEMMA 1. dx* = (27r)’ z&$AI)[W(G/A)] d,,x*, where r = 
(l/2) dim g/a. 
Put A’ = A n G’ and G, = (A’)G. Since A’J = A,OA, lies in the 
center of A, we conclude from [15, Lemma 911 that 
jGA f(x> dX = [ii : A~]-l jA +) doa jG;, f(a=) dx* 
R 
for f E C,(G). Here 
and 
V(U) = 1 det(Ad(a-l) - l)e,a 1 (a E A), 
d,u = @To)-1 dA. 
Put da = zfA,)-l dA. Then 
and this is equivalent to 
jGA fdoG = CW’ ~cW’(GIA)IY 4W I, 44 4,A s,,,, f(a=) dx*, 
where d,G = (27r-n/2 dG and d,A = (2~)-!/2 dA (n = dim G, 
8 = dim A). Clearly this relation implies the assertion of the lemma. 
LEMMA 2. v, = 2-“i2v(K) where v = dim G/K - rank G/K. 
Let PO = MoAoNo be a minimal psgp of G. Then 
G=KAJV,, 
and this is an Iwasawa decomposition of G. Hence 
9 = f + a, + no, 
where the sum is direct. Moreover 
v = dim g/f - dim a, = dim tt, . 
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Let Et=(I + 0)/2 and E, = (1 - 8)/2 denote the orthogonal 
projections of g on f and p, respectively. Put 
(K Y) = --B(V), Y) (X, y E cl)> 
and choose an orthonormat base Zi (1 < i < V) for n, . Then a simple 
calculation shows that 
(Et& 3 EtZj) = (EpZ, y  EpZj) = s,j/2 (1 < i,j < v). 
Hence 2/Z EpZi (1 < i < V) is an orthonormal base for E,n, and 
d/zE&(l <i< ) v an orthonormal base for Eftq, . Now 
P = a, + E&P,, f = lTt, + Egt,, 
where both sums are orthogonal. Moreover 
c 
l<i&V 
xi.% + & yi 1/Z EtZi = c xi’ ~‘2 EpZi + c yi’ d/z EtZ, , 
Y  i i 
where 
Xi' = 2-wxi , yi' = 2-wx, + yi (1 < i < v), 
and xi , yi E R. This shows that 
dg = 2-+/” df da,, dn, 
corresponding to the direct sum g = f + a, + n, . Since this implies 
that 
dG = 2-“I2 v(K) dx, 
our assertion follows. 
COROLLARY. dx* = (2x)’ 2Y~2(w(A,)/w(K))[W(G/A)] d,,x*. 
Now suppose a is fundamental and let (- l)n c, denote the constant c 
of Lemma 17.5. (Here q has the same meaning as in Lemma 34.1.) 
LEMMA 3. c, = (2~)’ 2YI”(w(A,)/w(K))[W(G/A)]. 
This follows easily from the above corollary and Lemma 34.1 [7, 
p. 7591. 
By choosing fe C,“(GO) with f(1) # 0, it becomes clear that 
c, = CGO . 
Let Qk denote the set of all compact roots [lo, p. 5551 in Q. Since a 
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is fundamental, a, is a Cartan subalgebra of f and Qk may be regarded 
as the set of all positive roots of (t, a,). Put 
and let rli denote the number of roots in Qk . 
LEMMA 4. Suppose K is connected. Then 
ww~(~)) = Pw~ QJk(Pk). 
We apply Lemma 3 to (K, A,) in place of (G, A). Then 
cK = &+ (+%)/v(K)) [W(K/h)]. 
Let IK be the function on K which is identically equal to 1. Then 
substituting f = lK in Lemma 17.5, we find that 
[ W(K/A,)] “kbk) = cK . 
Comparing the two expressions for c, , we get the required result. 
Now 
Y - yk = (l/2) {d im g/a - dim f/al>, 
= (l/2) {dim g/r - dim a + dim a,} = q. 
Also Go n K = K”, K” n AI = A,O and Go n A = A”. Therefore 
Cc = CC0 = (27$2’@ (W(&“)/W(Ko)) [W(G”/Ao)], 
= (24”2”‘z w&k) [ W(GO/AO)]. 
Hence we have obtained the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. The constant c of Lemma 17.5 is given by the following 
formula 
where 
c = (- 1)‘~ (2+2”j2 wm,(pk) [ W(GO/AO)], 
and 
q = (l/2) {dim G/K - rank G + rank K}, 
v = dim G/K - rank G/K. 
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